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Abstract
My thesis studies the impact of weather shocks of the type that may become more frequent
in the future due to climate change in developing countries. Each chapter of my thesis focuses
on a different outcome variable that may be affected by weather shocks: migration, agricultural
GDP, and education. The first two are analyzed in the context of Eastern Africa, with data
from Kenya and Tanzania, and use data spanning several decades. The third studies a specific
tropical storm in Guatemala using data for several years before and after the storm.
My first chapter addresses two questions: What is the inter-regional migration response to
weather in Kenya and Tanzania? And does this response vary depending on geography, socio-
economic factors, and the time period under consideration? Using a combination of census,
satellite, and climate model data, this relationship is estimated with a gravity model of regional
bilateral migration. Results show that geography is a significant and robust source of hetero-
geneity. A region’s baseline level of aridity can change the direction of the effects of rainfall
measures. Warm arid regions experience higher out-migration as a response to ideal tempera-
tures and are also the regions that are most influenced by weather variables. Most regions show
a trend of restricted migration in the short-run in response to bad weather but increased migra-
tion over longer periods of time. The spatial and temporal heterogeneity found in this chapter
builds a foundation for understanding some of the contradictions found in previous literature.
The next chapter uses the same climate model data as Chapter 1, as well as nighttime lights
satellite data as a proxy for GDP, to study the relationship between weather shocks and agri-
cultural total factor productivity (TFP) in Kenya and Tanzania. It focuses on finding spatial
heterogeneity in the relationship to identify which areas are most sensitive to shocks and how
the reactions differ by physical geography. Results show that ideal temperatures for crops cause
a significant boost to TFP growth and extreme temperatures decrease TFP growth. Spatial het-
erogeneity exists between geographic zones. Warm arid regions have positive TFP growth after
extreme rainfall conditions, warm humid regions see a decrease in output with extensive dry
periods, and cool arid regions have a different reaction to temperature from other regions. The
regional differences found in this chapter show that averaging weather shocks at the national
level does not fully capture the relationship between weather and TFP growth.
The third chapter is co-authored with Fidel Pérez Macal and examines how Tropical Storm
Agatha affected test scores for high school students in Guatemala. Using student and school
surveys and satellite rainfall data, we match test scores for math and reading with a full set of
personal and educational controls and continuous, non-linear measures of exposure to Agatha.
Panel data techniques allow us to estimate this relationship while controlling for school-level
fixed effects. We find that exposure to Agatha significantly reduced test scores and that the
main mechanism through which this happened was health vulnerability. Agatha affected stu-
dents heterogeneously, most notably for vulnerable students who suffered disproportionately
and had lingering effects years after the disaster. Ultimately, this paper shows that disasters,
education, health, and inequality are inextricably linked and that the true cost of a disaster is
highly complex.
Keywords: Climate, weather, development, migration, natural disasters, education
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Lay Summary
My thesis studies the impact of weather shocks in developing countries. Each chapter
of my thesis focuses on a different outcome variable that may be affected by weather shocks:
migration, agricultural GDP, and education. The first two are analyzed in the context of Eastern
Africa, with data from Kenya and Tanzania, and use data spanning several decades. The third
studies a specific tropical storm in Guatemala using data for several years before and after the
storm.
In my first chapter, I estimate the impact of weather on migration in Kenya and Tanzania
and how this relationship changes depending on where people live and how much time is left
between the weather event and when migration is recorded. How people respond to weather
depends on their environment; a person’s reaction to weather can differ if a region is very arid or
very humid. Warm arid regions are most reactive to weather variables. Most regions show less
migration immediately after weather shocks but increased migration after several years. The
different reactions between regions can help explain some of the contradictory results found in
past literature.
The next chapter uses nighttime lights satellite data to measure economic activity and stud-
ies the relationship between weather shocks and agricultural productivity in Kenya and Tanza-
nia. It looks at how productivity responses to weather changes based on regional characteris-
tics. The differences found between regions show that aggregating weather shocks to a national
level does not fully capture the relationship between weather and productivity.
The third chapter is co-authored with Fidel Pérez Macal and examines how Tropical Storm
Agatha affected test scores for high school students in Guatemala. We use student, school,
and rainfall data to study this event and find that Agatha reduced test scores. The most im-
portant channel was health vulnerability where vulnerable students suffered disproportionately
and had lingering effects years after the disaster. Ultimately, this paper shows that disasters,




The third chapter is coauthored with Dr. Fidel Pérez Macal. Both authors are equally respon-
sible for the work contained in Chapter 3.
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Spatial and Temporal Heterogeneity and
the Climate-Migration Contradiction
1.1 Introduction
Climate change is one of the greatest threats to people in developing countries (Eckstein et al.,
2019; Rigaud et al., 2018). Many people’s livelihoods are highly dependent on climate-related
activities and limited resources mean that adaptation options are scarce. One possible adap-
tation mechanism is to migrate. While it is often assumed that environmental changes have
caused a mass movement of people around the globe, the extent to which migration is actually
being used as an adaptation strategy is unknown. No unifying theory of the climate-migration
relationship yet exists given that a great diversity of outcomes has been found. Efforts to sum-
marize the expanse of recent literature emphasize the need to identify sources of heterogeneity
that cause apparent contradictions (Cattaneo et al., 2019; Beine and Jeusette, 2018). Develop-
ing a comprehensive understanding of this relationship is essential for policy development and
for estimating future migration flows in the face of intensifying climate change.
This paper addresses two questions: What is the inter-regional migration response to weather
in Kenya and Tanzania? And does this response vary depending on geography, socio-economic
factors, and the time period under consideration? Using a combination of census, satellite, and
climate model data, this relationship is estimated with a gravity model of regional bilateral
migration. Nationally representative data for two large and diverse countries provides the op-
portunity to study heterogeneity in the migration response across population subgroups. The
empirical analysis finds that geography is a significant and robust source of heterogeneity. A
region’s baseline level of aridity can change the direction of the effects of rainfall measures.
Warm arid regions drive the out-migration response to ideal temperatures and are also the re-
gions that are most influenced by weather variables. Most regions show a trend of restricted
migration in the short-run in response to bad weather but increased migration over longer peri-
ods of time. Other socio-economic factors are shown to cause outcome heterogeneity but their
relative influence on the migration decision is small.
Early speculation on potential numbers of “climate refugees” was extreme and often-cited
(Myers, 2002; Christian Aid, 2007). However, the surge of quantitative research undertaken in
recent years has suggested that the nature of the relationship between climate and migration is
1
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complex and defies broad characterization.1 There is no consensus on whether negative climate
events increase or decrease migration as studies have shown that both outcomes can be found,
even within the same country (Beine and Jeusette, 2018; Borderon et al., 2018).
Gray (2009) synthesizes the potential relationship between environmental factors and mi-
gration into several hypotheses. The “environmental-amenity hypothesis” suggests that nega-
tive environmental qualities act like a push factor encouraging people to migrate. This would
imply that people move away from bad weather conditions and also that people choose to
remain when conditions are ideal. The “environmental-capital hypothesis” suggests that in-
creased productivity with good weather may facilitate the paying of migration costs and there-
fore good weather would lead to increased migration and bad weather would decrease it. Stud-
ies finding that liquidity constraints after climate shocks can reduce migration support this
hypothesis (Kleemans, 2015; Cattaneo and Peri, 2016).2 Which effect dominates is uncertain
and varies by study, thereby making it difficult to predict future migration flows.
Recent survey papers highlight that a diversity of definitions is one source of confusion
when comparing results (Cattaneo et al., 2019; Beine and Jeusette, 2018; Borderon et al., 2018).
The type of migration, either local, intra-national, or international, and the type of climate
event, fast-onset such as floods and hurricanes or slow-onset such as changes in timing and
frequency of temperature and precipitation, can all result in different outcomes. Some common
themes have emerged such as local migration often being a “survival” response to shocks where
people move out of necessity but return home when possible (Mastrorillo et al., 2016; Gray
and Mueller, 2012; Cattaneo et al., 2019). Similarly, several papers have found that longer
moves across regional or national borders may be associated with “profitable investment” in
response to slow-onset changes, however the costs of longer moves are sometimes prohibitive
making international migration less likely than internal mobility (Kaczan and Orgill-Meyer,
2019; Naudé, 2010; Beine and Parsons, 2015).
However, significant uncertainty in the direction and magnitude of migration responses
still exists. One likely source of heterogeneity in mobility responses is in the subset of the pop-
ulation being studied. Given the assumption that agriculture is an important channel through
which people will be impacted by climate change, many studies have focused on agriculturally-
dependent populations with varying results. Some studies find higher international (Cai et al.,
2016; Backhaus et al., 2015) and internal (Bohra-Mishra et al., 2017; Dallmann and Millock,
2017) migration among this group. In other cases, being dependent on agriculture is associated
with immobility (Jessoe et al., 2017; Dou et al., 2016). Poverty has been identified as a likely
source of heterogeneity. On the one hand, the poor are more vulnerable to climate change as
they are less able to absorb income shocks. On the other hand, their lower resources restrict
their ability to pay the migration costs. There is some evidence that short-distance moves are
often from this demographic (Gray and Bilsborrow, 2013; Beine and Jeusette, 2018) but there
are also cases where this group is immobile (Gray, 2009; Hirvonen, 2016).
Evidence from Kenya and Tanzania has been mixed. As part of pooled Sub-Saharan Africa
data, Henderson et al. (2017) and Marchiori et al. (2012) find that urbanization increases with
1Throughout this paper, climate will refer to the long-run distribution of weather. Weather refers to the real-
ization of temperature and precipitation for a specific time period. While there are many other weather variables
that make up climate, such as wind and humidity, this paper only has data on temperature and precipitation.
2Gray (2009) also discusses the “environmental-risk hypothesis” where variable environmental conditions
could lead to members of a household migrating in order to diversify a household’s income source.
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aridity shocks under certain conditions. Dou et al. (2016) uses Tanzania in a multi-country
data set that finds opposite migration results from urban and rural areas. The former has a
higher migration response to ideal temperatures and the latter to extreme temperatures. Other
studies specific to Tanzania find that droughts and floods (Ocello et al., 2015) and temperature
shocks (Hirvonen, 2016) decrease migration or that aridity shocks increase migration (Kubik
and Maurel, 2016). Gray and Wise (2016) study Kenya and find that migration decreases after
temperature anomalies and that the migration response is different for each of the five African
countries in their study.
The recent swell of research on the climate-migration relationship has provided an essential
foundation for future studies but the vast array of subjects and definitions has led to a lack of
clarity. It has been argued that it is crucial that the next wave of research be clear about data
choices and identify sources of heterogeneity in the migration response to weather (Cattaneo
et al., 2019; Beine and Jeusette, 2018; Borderon et al., 2018).
This study contributes to the literature by intentionally searching for characteristics that
cause the migration response to vary. By testing various sources of heterogeneity, it builds
a framework for understanding the seemingly contradictory results found in previous litera-
ture. This analysis is possible through the creation of a new data set that exploits nationally
representative data for two large and diverse countries: Kenya and Tanzania.
Most studies use either aggregate data at a country level or survey data for a region within
a country. While a meta-analysis of the empirical climate-migration literature (Beine and
Jeusette, 2018) finds that using aggregated data is more likely to find significant results than us-
ing microdata, aggregating data to a country level ignores vast amounts of spatial heterogeneity
within national borders. Survey data that is not nationally representative also cannot adequately
capture differences across space. Therefore, having regionally aggregated data within a country
is an ideal compromise between the two types of data. Further, survey data is rarely available
for more than one year and therefore most studies of internal migration are cross-sectional.
With the use of census data, it is possible to control for fixed effects.
Kenya and Tanzania are ideal countries in which to study the climate-migration relation-
ship. With a combined population around 86 million in 2010 and large land masses, they
make up a significant portion of Eastern Africa. Furthermore, there is a large amount of ge-
ographic and social heterogeneity across these countries. Their ecological biomes include
coastal wetlands, high altitude savannas, mountainous tropical rainforests, and deserts. Vary-
ing degrees of social development across the two countries have led to population heterogene-
ity. Years of political and ethnic tensions in Kenya have resulted in uneven growth across the
country whereas Tanzania’s nationalist political history represents a contrasting political land-
scape (Ajulu, 2002; Bjerk, 2015). Both these countries have also been identified as semi-arid
countries that will be significantly threatened by climate change (International Development
Research Centre, 2020).
Further, the weather data used in this analysis is the product of 13 global climate models
regionally downscaled for Kenya and Tanzania and two reanalyses which deliver the most
accurate daily data available for the time period being studied.3 Having daily data allows
for the construction of non-linear weather measures that have not yet been used in Kenya
3The use of multiple sources of climate data is a crucial component to improving the climate-development
literature (Schmidt, 2019; Burke et al., 2015; Auffhammer et al., 2013)
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and Tanzania, and seldom elsewhere, over a long time span.4 Therefore, this novel data set
combining Kenyan and Tanzanian census and weather data is ideal to study heterogeneity in
the climate-migration relationship.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section reviews the data and explains the chosen
weather measures. Section 1.3 lays out the gravity model estimation while section 1.4 follows
with robustness checks. Section 1.5 analyzes the results, section 1.6 discusses the repercussions
of projected climate change, and section 1.7 concludes.
1.2 Data
1.2.1 Census Data
Census data for Kenya and Tanzania are taken from IPUMS for 1989, 1999, and 2009 in Kenya
and for 2002 and 2012 in Tanzania.5 There are 35 regions in Kenya and 23 regions in Tanza-
nia.67 The migration variable is taken from the census question “region of residence 1 year
ago”.8 Therefore the migration being studied is inter-regional and based on previous research,
it is likely that the measures of slow-onset climate events will be the most relevant for this
outcome variable. All censuses were conducted in August meaning that the migration period
is from August of the previous year to July of the census year. Observations of individuals less
than 15 years old are dropped to restrict the data to adults.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the out-migration rate of each region in Kenya (north) and Tanza-
nia (south) as a percentage of that region’s population. Figure 1.1 represents the census from
Kenya in 1999 and from Tanzania in 2002 while Figure 1.2 is from Kenya in 2009 and Tanza-
nia in 2012. Regions furthest away from the big cities tend to have lower migration rates and
there is evidence that migration intensity is not consistent across years.
1.2.2 Temperature
Finding reliable weather data with adequate spatial coverage in developing countries is one
of the greatest challenges facing the study of climate and development. In order to construct
the non-linear temperature measures that capture the impact of both ideal and extreme tem-
peratures, it is necessary to have daily data. Reanalyses provide daily output data using ob-
4It is essential to capture non-linearities in weather measurements as weather is unlikely to affect people in a
linear manner (Gray and Bilsborrow, 2013; McLeman, 2018; Cattaneo and Massetti, 2015).
5IPUMS (originally Integrated Public Use Microdata Series) provides census and survey data from around the
world along with documentation and integration tools making it possible to merge information across data types
(Minnesota Population Center, 2019).
6This administration level is referred to as districts in Kenya, but for purposes of continuity with Tanzania,
they will be referred to as regions in this paper.
7Regional boundaries have shifted over time and in some cases, one region has been split into several regions.
IPUMS constructs regional boundary variables that are consistent across time. For example, four new regions
were created between 2002 and 2012 in Tanzania. The consistent boundaries file groups the four new regions into
their original boundaries so that comparisons can be made across censuses.
8These censuses are de facto, meaning that they enumerate people as living in the region where they are located
during the day of the census. With this methodology, it is impossible to distinguish between temporary moves
and long-term migration.
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Figure 1.1: Kenya 1999, Tanzania 2002:
Out-Migration as % of Population
Figure 1.2: Kenya 2009, Tanzania 2012:
Out-Migration as % of Population
servations from sources such as weather stations and satellites and interpolate between data
points using climate models. This paper uses two separate reanalyses: European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) and NASA Modern Era-
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) (Rienecker et al., 2011). The
former is run 12 times, each with a different global climate model regionally downscaled and
run specifically for Kenya and Tanzania by CORDEX Africa.9 The second is produced with
one climate model. Both data sets are delivered on a roughly 50 km2 grid (0.5◦ x 0.67◦ lat-
long resolution). The two reanalysis products are not directly comparable as they calculate
temperature at different altitudes.
Each set of reanalysis data is evaluated against satellite data to gauge its accuracy. Satel-
lite data is available from NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
tool aboard the Terra satellite. This temperature data is the most accurate; however it is only
available beginning in the year 2000 and therefore cannot be used in this paper. Instead, the
correlation between the satellite data and the reanalysis data is computed for the years that
both are available.10 The results suggest that each country is best represented by one of the
reanalysis products, ERA-interim for Kenya and MERRA for Tanzania, and therefore only one
product is used per country.
9The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) is a framework from the World
Climate Research Programme for evaluating regional climate model performance. This data was produced for
this paper by Guillaume Dueymes (Université du Québec à Montréal) at CORDEX Africa with special thanks to
Linda Mortsch (University of Waterloo) and Philippe Gachon (Université du Québec à Montréal) for facilitating
access to this data.
10MODIS measures land surface temperature (LST) and is therefore not directly comparable to either of the
reanlysis products. However, there is a high correlation between MODIS LST observations and air temperature
readings (Hachem et al., 2012).
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Two temperature variables are calculated: growing degree days (GDD) and harmful degree
days (HDD). The former measures the cumulative exposure to temperatures that are ideal for
crop growth as defined as falling between a lower and an upper threshold. The latter measures
cumulative exposure to harmful temperatures that fall outside these bounds. This specification
effectively captures non-linearities and is often used in agronomic research to better detect the
impact of extreme temperatures (Aragón et al., 2018; Jessoe et al., 2017; Nawrotzki et al.,
2017).







where n is the number of days (d) that data is available and hd is the daytime temperature.11
The growing degree days function gGDD(hd) is defined as:
gGDD(hd) =

0 if hd ≤ τlow
hd − τlow if τlow < hd ≤ τhigh
τhigh − τlow if τhigh < hd
(1.2)
where τlow is the lower temperature threshold and τhigh is the upper temperature threshold.







where the harmful degree days function, gHDD(hd), is:
gHDD(hd) =
0 if hd ≤ τhighhd − τhigh if τhigh < hd . (1.4)
In the literature, the lower threshold is nearly always 8◦C and therefore that is the τlow used
here. The most common range of τhigh in other papers is between 29-32◦C (Aragón et al.,
2018).12 Given that the two reanalysis products are not directly comparable, different upper
thresholds are applied for each. In order to choose the optimal upper threshold, the baseline
gravity model is estimated with GDD and HDD calculated for all τhigh in the range of 28-35◦C
and the threshold with the best fit is chosen. This results in using 28◦C for ERA-interim and
30◦C for MERRA.
The amount of lag in the migration response to weather is another way that studies differ.
This paper considers two different time spans for each census. Since the census is conducted
in August of the census year t, the migration period under consideration is therefore August of
t − 1 to July of t. The first time span considered is the one year before the migration period:
August of t − 2 to July of t − 1. This is an attempt to capture the immediate migration response
to weather and is often used in the literature (Dou et al., 2016; Kubik and Maurel, 2016). The
11The equations for GDD and HDD are taken from Aragón et al. (2018).
12Agronomic research has shown that τhigh varies by crop, from 25◦C for wheat to 30◦C for corn (McMaster
and Wilhelm, 1997). Therefore there is some regional variation in the optimal choice of τhigh.
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Figure 1.3: Kenya 2009, Tanzania 2012:
Harmful Degree Days, 5 yr avg
Figure 1.4: Kenya 2009, Tanzania 2012:
Days With No Rain, 5 yr avg
second time span covers the average of the five years previous to the census, August t − 5 to
July of t, as has been used in other bilateral gravity model estimations (Dallmann and Millock,
2017; Mastrorillo et al., 2016). Analyzing a five year weather interval is useful for capturing
decisions made over a longer time period.
1.2.3 Precipitation
While some studies only look at temperature or precipitation, it is beneficial to have both for
a more complete picture of climatic conditions (Henderson et al., 2017; Auffhammer et al.,
2013). Gridded daily precipitation data is available from the University of Reading’s Tropical
Applications of Meteorology using Satellite Data and Ground-Based Observations (TAMSAT)
data set (Tarnavsky et al., 2014; Maidment et al., 2014). The variables calculated are: no rain
days (NRD) and excessive rain days (ERD). The former is calculated as the number of days in
a year where no rain is recorded. The latter is the number of days where precipitation exceeds
an upper threshold. This threshold is chosen to be four standard deviations above the grid
cell mean.13 These measures are intended to capture any excessively dry conditions or severe
storm effects. As with the temperature variables, these variables are calculated for the five
years before the census and also for the year previous to the migration period.
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show the spatial distribution of Harmful Degree Days and No Rain
Days across Kenya and Tanzania for 2009 and 2012 respectively. Summary statistics of all
variables at the regional level are given in Table 1.1.
13Robustness checks are done with other thresholds. Results are discussed in section 1.4.
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Table 1.1: Descriptive Statistics for Bilateral Migration Determinants in Kenya and Tanzania
mean sd min max
Growing Degree Days 5 yr avg 16.21 3.37 9.52 21.37
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr avg 1.30 0.52 0.01 2.83
No Rain Days 5 yr avg 257.57 56.29 120.68 333.40
Excess Rain Days 5 yr avg 3.83 1.80 0.45 7.89
Growing Degree Days 1 yr avg 17.55 2.42 11.52 20.98
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr avg 0.98 0.71 0.01 3.15
No Rain Days 1 yr avg 263.52 56.47 133.94 343.63
Excess Rain Days 1 yr avg 4.39 3.71 0.00 16.55
Bilateral Distance 3.70 2.04 0.19 10.58
Migrant Network 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.134
N 4582
1.3 Gravity Model
This section evaluates a regional bilateral gravity model estimation with weather variables as





= α0 + g(β, ω jt) + X jktγ + δ j + ηkt + ε jkt (1.5)
where m jkt is the number of people migrating from region j to region k at time t and pop jt is
the number of people who remained in region j. The variable g(β, ω jt) is a non-linear function
of weather (ω jt) defined as:
g(β, ω jt) = β1GDD jt + β2HDD jt + β3NRD jt + β4ERD jt (1.6)
where all the weather variables represent push factors from the migrants’ origin region j for
time t. The variable X jkt is a vector of control variables including measures of the costs of
migrating from j to k.14 These costs include the distance between regional centroids, a dummy
variable for if the two regions share a border, and the existing migrant network between the
two regions constructed as the lagged bilateral migration flow given by the previous census.15
The variable δ j represents origin region fixed effects that control for other, time-invariant fac-
tors that may influence migration. Pull factors for the destination region are controlled for in
destination-time fixed effects, ηkt. The inclusion of these fixed effects yields consistent esti-
mates in the presence of bilateral resistance which is often a source of bias in gravity models
14The number of control variables is intentionally small. Including social measures may bias the results as
these may be mechanisms through which weather impacts migration (Dallmann and Millock, 2017).
15Earlier censuses are available for both countries: Kenya in 1979 and Tanzania in 1988. The migration variable
available for Tanzania in 1988 is over a 10 year period instead of the one year period and is adjusted accordingly.
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Table 1.2: Impact of Weather on Migration
(1) (2)
Bilateral Distance -0.685*** -0.689***
Share a Border 0.722*** 0.726***
Migrant Network 50.489*** 49.046***
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 6.958
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr -1.311
No Rain Days 1 yr -0.990**
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.192***
Growing Degree Days 5 yr 11.166*
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -2.920**
No Rain Days 5 yr -0.795
Excess Rain Days 5 yr -0.213
Observations 4582 4582
Variation explained by weather 0.038 0.021
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
(Feenstra, 2002; Beine et al., 2016). The error term clustered at the bilateral level is given by
ε jkt.
Equation 1.5 is estimated using Poisson pseudo maximum likelihood (PPML) following
Dallmann and Millock (2017) and Mastrorillo et al. (2016) who use this method to estimate
regional bilateral migration from census data in India and South Africa respectively. PPML
delivers consistent estimates of log-linear equations with heteroskedasticity in the error term
and zero values in the dependent variable (Santos Silva and Tenreyro, 2006). Further, all non-
binary variables are in logs in order to be consistent with gravity model estimation (Shepherd,
2013).16
Results from the baseline regressions for each time span are presented in Table 1.2. The
last line of the table shows how much residual variation is explained by the weather variables
in order to gauge the relative importance of the weather variables compared to other factors.17
Results from Table 1.2 show that the bilateral distance, shared border, and migrant network
variables are all significant with the expected signs. Migrants prefer shorter distance moves and
moves to neighbouring regions and established migrant networks encourage further migration.
Overall, larger values of growing degree days increase migration while extreme temperatures
and excess rain reduce migration. This is consistent with the “environmental-capital hypoth-
esis” where productive land facilitates costly migration (Gray, 2009). The significance of the
16The inverse hyperbolic sine function closely approximates the natural log function except that it is defined at
zero where the log is not. Therefore, this transformation is used instead of logs to accommodate zero values.
17Residual variation explained by weather variables = 1 − residual variance(full model)residual variance(model excluding weather) taken from Fisher et
al. (2012).
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Figure 1.5: Agro-Ecological Zones, dominant type per region
rain variables over the one year time span and of temperature over the five year time span
supports the findings of Cattaneo et al. (2019) who, in their summary of recent literature, high-
light that fast-onset events such as storms tend to have an immediate migration response and
slow-onset changes in temperature have longer term results.
1.3.1 Agro-Ecological Zones
The first source of heterogeneity to be tested is physical geography. Agro-Ecological Zone
(AEZ) designations are taken from HarvestChoice and International Food Policy Research
Institute (2015) where Sub-Saharan Africa is categorized into either warm or cool regions and
further divided into arid, semi-arid, humid, or sub-humid categories. For this paper, each region
in Kenya and Tanzania is labeled by its dominant AEZ type. The results are displayed in Figure
1.5.
Previous literature suggests that it is possible that the AEZs may cause heterogeneity. Seo et
al. (2009) find that climate change’s impact on agricultural productivity is highly heterogeneous
across AEZs. Soil degradation in arid and semi-arid lands in Eastern Africa may also cause
higher sensitivity to changes in climate (Gray, 2011; Kabubo-Mariara, 2007; Roden et al.,
2016). Previous climate-migration studies that have compared geographic regions have found
that arid and coastal regions are the most at-risk of climate-induced migration (Henry et al.,
2004; Rigaud et al., 2018).
The baseline estimations are modified to include interaction terms with the weather vari-
ables and the AEZs. In order to maintain sufficient variation, the AEZs are grouped by two:
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warm arid and warm semi-arid, warm humid and warm sub-humid, cool arid and cool semi-
arid, cool humid and cool sub-humid. Results from these regressions are split into two tables.
Tables 1.3 and 1.4 display the results for the one year and five year time spans respectively.
An extra line is added to the bottom of the table that shows the residual variance explained
by the interaction terms. The variance explained by the weather variables includes both the
interaction and non-interaction terms.
Warm arid regions show the strongest response to weather. The growing degree days inter-
action coefficients for both time spans are large and significant. In fact, the positive significance
from the baseline regression can be attributed to warm arid regions.
A distinct heterogeneity that emerges between AEZs is in the response to NRD and ERD.
Warm arid regions have an opposite reaction to rainfall extremes than the other AEZs, as seen
in column (1) in both Tables 1.3 and 1.4. The non-interaction terms are negative for the one
year time span and positive for the five year time span. This suggests that in the short-run,
no rain or an excess of rain is prohibitive to migration. Over a longer time period, the non-
interaction terms for NRD and ERD are positive and significant which suggests that prolonged
exposure to these sorts of shocks increases migration. Past literature has identified that liquidity
constraints can restrict migration in the short-run following negative weather shocks. For this
negative impact to be reversed to a positive one over a longer time span is, to my knowledge, a
novel result.18
This temporal heterogeneity of reduced migration followed by increased migration is driven
by the AEZs other than the warm arid regions. The rainfall interaction terms for warm arid re-
gions show the opposite result where an initial increase in migration is followed by a decrease.
In the short-run, NRD is large, positive, and significant and both NRD and ERD are nega-
tive and significant over five years. The interpretation of this trend is less clear. It is possible
that aridity shocks in warm arid places drive survival migration in the short-run but restrict
long-term “profitable investment” migration. Discovering the root of this pattern of temporal
heterogeneity should be an avenue for further research.
Comparing the non-interaction rain terms in column (1) of Table 1.4 to those in the other
columns reveals that the insignificance for NRD and ERD found in the five year baseline regres-
sions returns when not accounting for the heterogeneity of warm arid regions. This suggests
that the opposing reactions between warm arid AEZs and other AEZs cancel out the effect and
thus these variables appear to be insignificant when grouped together. This is one way that
failing to account for spatial heterogeneity may lead to misleading estimates.
A further distinction in the warm arid regions is the magnitude of the residual variance
explained by the weather variables and the interaction terms, which make up around 12% of
total variance. Most of the explanatory power is from the interaction terms which means that
weather is a more powerful migration driver in warm arid regions than in other AEZs.
Another source of heterogeneity appears in the reaction to growing degree days between
18Nawrotzki et al. (2017) find a U-shaped relationship between cumulative heat exposure and internal migration
in Mexico. They suggest that the initial drop in migration is a result of heat that is good for crop growth and leads
to increased agricultural production whereas longer exposure to heat would imply negative agricutlural conditions.
While the U-shaped relationship is a type of temporal heterogeneity, it is not directly comparable to this study as
this paper uses a different type of temperature variable that differentiates between constructive heat and destructive
heat. Further research comparing the two methodologies would help identify the relationship between the two
types of heterogeneity.
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Table 1.3: Impact of Weather on Migration: AEZ Interactions for 1 Year Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4)
Bilateral Distance -0.673*** -0.684*** -0.684*** -0.684***
Share a Border 0.708*** 0.719*** 0.721*** 0.720***
Migrant Network 55.267*** 51.228*** 50.962*** 50.976***
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 3.319 9.690* 8.718 8.597
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr -0.289 -1.862 -1.389 -1.610*
No Rain Days 1 yr -0.662* -0.737 -1.242** -1.222**
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.110*** -0.184*** -0.205*** -0.191**
Growing Degree Days × 137.599***
Harmful Degree Days × warm 6.056*
No Rain Days × arid 7.462***
Excess Rain Days × 0.814
Growing Degree Days × -12.715*
Harmful Degree Days × warm 1.422
No Rain Days × humid -0.075
Excess Rain Days × 0.002
Growing Degree Days × -3.726
Harmful Degree Days × cool 0.181
No Rain Days × arid 0.872
Excess Rain Days × 0.041
Growing Degree Days × -6.184
Harmful Degree Days × cool 1.400
No Rain Days × humid -0.268
Excess Rain Days × 0.009
Observations 4582 4582 4582 4582
Variation from weather 0.109 0.049 0.043 0.053
Variation from interactions 0.073 0.011 0.005 0.016
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 1.4: Impact of Weather on Migration: AEZ Interactions for 5 Year Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4)
Bilateral Distance -0.671*** -0.688*** -0.689*** -0.690***
Share a Border 0.708*** 0.725*** 0.724*** 0.726***
Migrant Network 55.797*** 49.524*** 49.343*** 49.107***
Growing Degree Days 5 yr 7.959 15.442** 13.993* 9.897
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -2.219* -2.430* -3.179** -2.705**
No Rain Days 5 yr 1.727** -0.664 -0.695 -0.641
Excess Rain Days 5 yr 0.132* -0.221 -0.258 -0.281
Growing Degree Days × 85.080***
Harmful Degree Days × warm 7.077***
No Rain Days × arid -2.493*
Excess Rain Days × -1.014***
Growing Degree Days × -24.529**
Harmful Degree Days × warm 0.683
No Rain Days × humid 1.150*
Excess Rain Days × 0.203
Growing Degree Days × -12.286
Harmful Degree Days × cool -0.280
No Rain Days × arid 0.457
Excess Rain Days × 0.337*
Growing Degree Days × 3.092
Harmful Degree Days × cool -0.948
No Rain Days × humid 0.632
Excess Rain Days × 0.075
Observations 4582 4582 4582 4582
Variation from weather 0.124 0.031 0.025 0.022
Variation from interactions 0.105 0.010 0.003 0.001
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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warm humid regions and other AEZs. While the non-interaction terms are positive for both
time spans, the warm humid regions are negative. As previously mentioned, the positive grow-
ing degree days coefficient for the one year time span is likely driven by the warm arid regions.
This implies that the warm arid regions have an opposing reaction to growing degree days as
warm humid regions meaning that a region’s baseline degree of aridity can alter the direction
of the effect of weather on migration. The behaviour of warm humid regions is consistent
with the “environmental-amenity hypothesis” instead of the ”environmental-capital hypothe-
sis” suggested by the baseline regressions.
Interaction terms for cool arid and cool humid regions are insignificant except for a positive
ERD coefficient at the 5% level. The lack of importance of these interactions implies that
weather is a more significant driver of migration decisions for warm regions than cool regions.
1.3.2 Socio-Economic Factors
Socio-economic factors have also been shown to cause varied responses. Agricultural de-
pendence and poverty are the most commonly tested demographics for sensitivity to climate.
While no poverty data was available, a measure of agricultural dependence was constructed
from the regions’ total area of harvested land weighted by its population.19
Kenya and Tanzania are home to a number of ethnicities that practice a nomadic, pastoralist
lifestyle. Nomadic people are serially under-counted in the census for both countries (Randall,
2015) and are therefore unlikely to be adequately represented in this study.20 The censuses
do not record the nomadic status of individuals so instead, a dummy variable is created that
equals one if the region overlaps with the traditional ethnic homeland of a nomadic group.21
Heterogeneity has also been found based on national boundaries and therefore the last factor
tested is a dummy variable that equals one if the region is in Tanzania. Results for the one year
time span are presented in Table 1.5 and for the five year time span in Table 1.6.
Several results stand out from these tables. First, agricultural areas are most affected by
NRD and display the same pattern as the non-warm arid AEZs where the immediate reaction
to dry conditions is a decrease in migration but over a longer period the relationship changes.
Regions that are home to nomadic ethnicities have a different response to GDD than re-
gions that do not. Both time spans record a negative effect for GDD interacted with nomadic
ethnicities and a positive effect for the non-interaction variables. This may suggest that ar-
eas with a more nomadic history follow patterns like the “environmental-amenity hypothesis”
where people move away from bad weather conditions. This is consistent with the lifestyle of
nomadic people who often move herds of animals to find the best pasture land.22
19Gridded data on harvested area for the year 2000 comes from International Food Policy Research Institute
(2019) and is summed within a region then divided by the region’s population.
20Before the 2009 census in Kenya, the government made a small effort to enumerate nomadic people but did
not manage to get an accurate count. In 2009, planned redistricting based on population counts incentivized local
governments to record as many people as possible in order to receive greater funding and therefore more nomadic
people were counted (Galaty, 2013). In Tanzania, almost no effort is made to enumerate nomadic people. Those
who are counted are not given long form questionnaires and therefore very few details are available.
21A map of traditional ethnic homelands and the characteristics of ethnic groups is taken from the Ethnographic
Atlas distributed by Harvard World Maps based on Murdock (1967) and updated by Gray (1998).
22The presence of nomadic ethnicities is not significantly correlated with any particular AEZ type.
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Table 1.5: Impact of Weather on Migration: Socio-Economic Interactions for 1 Year Time
Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3)
Bilateral Distance -0.685*** -0.684*** -0.682***
Share a Border 0.721*** 0.721*** 0.713***
Migrant Network 50.559*** 50.988*** 53.438***
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 5.987 10.937* -5.923*
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr -0.685 -1.588* 3.047
No Rain Days 1 yr 0.837 -0.923* -0.421
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.128* -0.167*** -0.088***
Growing Degree Days × -0.075
Harmful Degree Days × agricultural -0.058
No Rain Days × dependence -0.086**
Excess Rain Days × -0.004
Growing Degree Days × -18.589***
Harmful Degree Days × nomadic 2.214***
No Rain Days × ethnicities 0.844
Excess Rain Days × 0.046
Growing Degree Days × 6.879
Harmful Degree Days × Tanzania -3.687
No Rain Days × -9.666**
Excess Rain Days × -0.446
Observations 4582 4582 4582
Variation from weather 0.041 0.047 0.084
Variation from interactions 0.003 0.009 0.048
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 1.6: Impact of Weather on Migration: Socio-Economic Interactions for 5 Year Time
Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3)
Bilateral Distance -0.691*** -0.688*** -0.677***
Share a Border 0.726*** 0.725*** 0.709***
Migrant Network 48.663*** 49.579*** 54.547***
Growing Degree Days 5 yr 14.982 16.679** 4.577
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -2.695* -3.479*** -6.407***
No Rain Days 5 yr -1.562 -0.786 1.710**
Excess Rain Days 5 yr -0.257 -0.248 -0.013
Growing Degree Days × -0.453
Harmful Degree Days × agricultural 0.002
No Rain Days × dependence 0.053*
Excess Rain Days × 0.003
Growing Degree Days × -23.126**
Harmful Degree Days × nomadic 1.193
No Rain Days × ethnicities 0.923
Excess Rain Days × 0.048
Growing Degree Days × -2.831
Harmful Degree Days × Tanzania 7.204**
No Rain Days × -28.940***
Excess Rain Days × -1.705**
Observations 4582 4582 4582
Variation from weather 0.021 0.027 0.096
Variation from interactions 0.000 0.006 0.076
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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As highlighted in previous literature, national boundaries appear to make a difference in
migration responses and therefore a dummy variable for a region being in Tanzania is used as
an interaction term. In the short-run, it remains that both Tanzania and Kenya see decreased
migration from rain extremes with NRD being more significant for Tanzania and ERD for
Kenya. While the baseline estimation finds that migration increases in the long-run with NRD,
in Tanzania it decreases with both NRD and ERD. However the HDD response is the oppo-
site; it is positive for Tanzania and negative for Kenya. If binding liquidity constraints are the
reason for decreased migration, as has been suggested by others, then it makes sense that this
would apply to both Kenya and Tanzania. It does appear that the longer-term impacts differ
across national borders.23 The variation explained by the interaction terms for Tanzania is rel-
atively high compared to the other estimations implying that the difference between countries
is robust. However, the overall variation explained by socio-economic interaction factors other
than national borders is low, suggesting that while the coefficients are significant, they are not
a driving force behind the migration decision for these populations.
1.4 Robustness Checks
1.4.1 Maximum Extreme Weather Values
The use of the mean value of the weather variables over the five year period captures exposure
to weather over a longer time period but it is not clear if the resulting migration is from high
values for all years or one year of particularly high value. To ascertain the importance of a
single high value compared to a high average, a new variable is calculated for the maximum
yearly value over the mean for the five year period. If this max-over-mean variable is high, this
implies that there was one particularly extreme year compared to the other four. If the value is
low, it means that no year was particularly extreme compared to the others.
Results using the max-over-mean variable for the AEZ subgroup interactions are displayed
in Table 1.7 and for the socio-economic subgroup interactions in Table 1.8. The warm arid
agro-ecological zone has opposing signs for the HDD mean and max-over-mean variable.
Therefore, when there is one particularly harsh year of heat, migration decreases over the 5
year time span. This contrasts with the positive coefficient found for the mean value of HDD
both in this table and in Table 1.4.
The other notable difference in the AEZ interaction terms is for cool humid regions which
had insignificant coefficients in the previous table. With the max-over-mean variable, ERD for
both the interaction term and the non-interaction term are significant and have opposite signs.
A particularly strong storm year compared to the other four years would increase migration.
Since this term was insignificant for the one year time period, it suggests that the migration
response to a major storm is not immediate but rather happens several years after the event for
cool humid regions.
In Table 1.8, the max-over-mean HDD variable interacted with agriculturally dependent
regions has a positive coefficient whereas the HDD interaction terms were insignificant in the
23It is unclear why this happens and future research should investigate further into the role that nationality
plays on migration. Possible explanations could be the system of land rights, access to financial institutions, or
differences in industry.
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Table 1.7: Impact of Weather on Migration: Max-Over-Mean AEZ Interactions for 5 Year
Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4)
Bilateral Distance -0.673*** -0.689*** -0.688*** -0.688***
Share a Border 0.708*** 0.722*** 0.724*** 0.720***
Migrant Network 55.575*** 49.714*** 49.512*** 50.432***
Growing Degree Days 5 yr 5.268 16.013** 14.156 4.432
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -1.050 -3.077** -3.373*** -3.717**
No Rain Days 5 yr 2.457** -0.149 -1.152 -0.818
Excess Rain Days 5 yr 0.258*** -0.229 -0.317 -0.454*
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr -2.437 -0.466 0.563 4.097
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr 13.502* 4.811 -4.033 -2.106
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr 0.231* -0.012 -0.091 -0.820*
Growing Degree Days × 87.011***
Harmful Degree Days × 33.025***
No Rain Days × warm -10.900
Excess Rain Days × arid -2.040***
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × -98.554***
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -45.726
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -1.436
Growing Degree Days × -22.057**
Harmful Degree Days × -0.038
No Rain Days × warm -1.636
Excess Rain Days × humid -0.007
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × 5.030
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -27.152
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -1.705*
Growing Degree Days × -17.574
Harmful Degree Days × 0.100
No Rain Days × cool 1.513
Excess Rain Days × arid 0.091
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × 2.623
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × 7.714
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -1.014
Growing Degree Days × 7.418
Harmful Degree Days × 0.610
No Rain Days × cool -2.066
Excess Rain Days × humid 0.462
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × -9.664*
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -24.222
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × 1.003**
Observations 4582 4582 4582 4582
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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previous tables for the one year and five year time span. This means that, as with the ERD in
cool humid regions, one particularly harsh HDD year causes out-migration not immediately
but several years later. The inclusion of the max-over-mean variables does not change the
temperature responses for nomadic regions but it does add significance for rainfall variables.
NRD mean and max-over-mean now have positive coefficients meaning that dry conditions
drive out-migration. This is contrasted by a negative ERD max-over-mean variable which
shows that a particularly excessive rainfall reduces migration several years later. The inclusion
of the max-over-mean variables strengthens results showing a reduction in migration after dry
conditions for Tanzania and introduces a positive coefficient on max-over-mean ERD compared
to the negative coefficient on mean ERD from Table 1.6. This finding implies that while a year
of intense heat decreases migration several years later, a strong storm year increases it.
Overall, these findings show that there is further complexity to the climate-migration re-
lationship that should be explored in future research. The difference between immediate and
longer term effects can be described with more granular time-differentiated data which could
shine a light onto the nuances of this relationship.
1.4.2 Logistic Model
As a means of testing the PPML regressions, estimates are computed of the log odds of indi-
vidual i deciding whether to leave region j as a function of weather in region j. This method is
similar to that in Nawrotzki et al. (2017). The regression equation is:
ln
( pi jt
1 − pi jt
)
= α0 + g(β, ω jt) + δ j + τt + ε jt (1.7)
where pi jt is the probability that individual i migrates from region j at time t. g(β, ω jt) is the
same weather function given in equation (1.6). δ j are regional fixed effects, τt are time fixed
effects, and ε jt is the error term clustered at the regional level.
In their meta-analysis of the climate and migration literature, Beine and Jeusette (2018) find
that logistic estimations are less likely to find significant effects of weather on migration than
the use of dyadic (bilateral) data. Therefore it is unsurprising that the estimates of equation
1.7 find little significance. Therefore, this paper will focus on the interaction terms that show
significance and discuss their relevance to the PPML results. Full results can be found in the
appendix.
The temporal heterogeneity found in the PPML estimations is confirmed in the logistic
estimations. In agriculturally-dependent regions, NRD causes a decrease in migration in the
short run and an increase over longer exposure. The opposite heterogeneity is confirmed in the
warm arid AEZ interactions as well, where NRD and ERD cause an increase in migration over
the one year time span and a decrease over the five year time span. The spatial heterogeneity of
the warm arid regions is also found in the logistic estimations. The GDD-warm arid interaction
variable is large and significant over the short-run and the amount that the log likelihood is
improved by including the interaction terms is much higher than for the other AEZ interactions.
This specification does not account for any climate pull effects from potential destination
regions. To test the implications of this omission, the regressions are also run with destination-
time fixed effects ηkt, as in equation 1.5, instead of τt. Given that the majority of people stay in
their region of residence, the destination-time fixed effects absorb most of the weather variation.
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Table 1.8: Impact of Weather on Migration: Max-Over-Mean Socio-Economic Interactions for
5 Year Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3)
Bilateral Distance -0.691*** -0.688*** -0.669***
Share a Border 0.724*** 0.725*** 0.703***
Migrant Network 48.986*** 49.609*** 57.488***
Growing Degree Days 5 yr 13.847 15.574** 7.360
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -2.540 -3.319** -5.584**
No Rain Days 5 yr -3.558 -2.227 2.634**
Excess Rain Days 5 yr -0.377 -0.343 -0.026
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr -4.726 0.155 6.267
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr -10.515 -5.169 4.412
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean 5 yr -0.485 -0.064 -0.065
Growing Degree Days × -0.584
Harmful Degree Days × -0.034
No Rain Days × agricultural 0.076
Excess Rain Days × dependence 0.004
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × 0.458*
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -0.060
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × 0.015
Growing Degree Days × -33.932**
Harmful Degree Days × 2.171
No Rain Days × nomadic 7.249**
Excess Rain Days × ethnicities -0.126
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × -3.761
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × 46.867*
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -0.754*
Growing Degree Days × 30.577*
Harmful Degree Days × 0.334
No Rain Days × -38.555***
Excess Rain Days × Tanzania -0.892
Harmful Degree Days Max-Over-Mean × 0.779
No Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × -154.125**
Excess Rain Days Max-Over-Mean × 6.169***
Observations 4582 4582 4582
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Including these fixed effects causes a further reduction in significance. However, the spatial
heterogeneity among the warm arid regions’ rainfall response and the temporal heterogeneity of
the impact of NRD on agriculturally-dependent regions continues to be significant. Therefore,
the logistic regressions are able to confirm that spatial and temporal factors are a significant
source of heterogeneity in the climate-migration relationship.
1.4.3 Excess Rainfall Thresholds
The measure used to identify excess rainfall is the number of days where rainfall exceeds four
standard deviations from the long-term mean. Robustness checks are done with this threshold
being lowered to two standard deviations and raised to five standard deviations. Overall, the
results are robust to these changes. When the threshold is lowered, the significance on the
rainfall variables decreases in the baseline regression. However, the overall patterns remain the
same. The one case where the results differ significantly is in the interaction with Tanzania.
Reducing the threshold to two standard deviations results in the short-run GDD-Tanzania
interaction variable to be large, positive, and significant which is contrasted by a negative
GDD non-interaction term. The significance on the NRD variables in both tables is lost with
only a small positive significance for the ERD-Tanzania interaction. The sensitivity of the
results to rainfall thresholds by national border is interesting. It suggests that one country
reacts differently on the margin than the other. To find out why this difference exists is beyond
the scope of this paper but is worthy of further research.
1.5 Discussion
1.5.1 Spatial and Temporal Heterogeneity
This study shows two main results. First, warm arid regions in Kenya and Tanzania behave
distinctly from other regions and are a significant and robust source of heterogeneity. They are
more sensitive to temperature, particularly growing degree days, and react to rainfall differently
than other regions. Further, weather explains the greatest amount of the residual variance for
warm arid regions compared to others, thus implying that weather conditions matter the most
to people in these areas. Little attention has been given in previous literature to the influence
of spatial heterogeneity on the climate-migration relationship. This paper shows that this is a
source of heterogeneity that cannot be overlooked.
Second, there is a robust trend of decreased migration in the short run with increased migra-
tion in the long run in response to no rain or excess rain. This pattern is particularly noticeable
among agriculturally dependent areas and in regions that are not in the warm arid AEZ clas-
sification. This is supported by the “environmental-capital hypothesis” which suggests that
bad weather causes a decrease in income, thus prohibiting migration in the short-run. To my
knowledge this is the first study to show that the immediate decrease migration can be followed
by an increase in migration over a longer time span.
This result shows that the effect of weather on migration is subject to temporal hetero-
geneity. There has been no standardization of the number of lags used in the literature and
the time period considered can range from six months to ten years. This paper makes it clear
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that studying the differences between short-term and longer-term effects is an essential step in
understanding the climate-migration contradiction.
It is interesting to note that most studies find little response from precipitation variables
and conclude that temperature drives the climate-migration relationship (Gray and Wise, 2016;
Dell et al., 2012). Most of the heterogeneity found in this paper relates to differentiated rainfall
responses, particularly over the five year time span. The baseline regressions show no signif-
icance for these variables, however with the inclusion of interaction variables, precipitation
becomes significant. This finding suggests that spatial heterogeneity is masking the influence
of rainfall and leading to its underestimation as a migration influence. A similar result has
recently been found in a study of the effects of climate on economic growth where it is shown
that spatial aggregation covers up the effect of precipitation (Damania et al., 2020).
1.5.2 Literature for Kenya and Tanzania
Studies focusing specifically on Kenya and Tanzania have found contradicting results. Three
of the four papers mentioned in the introduction generally support the trend of decreased mi-
gration following weather shocks. Ocello et al. (2015) find that rainfall shocks (droughts and
floods) decrease migration in Tanzania. They use a five year time span and their results are
confirmed with the interaction of NRD and ERD with the Tanzanian dummy variable which
suggests that even in the long-run, migration decreases after these sorts of shocks, as opposed
to Kenya where migration increases in the long-run.
Hirvonen (2016) tests short-run responses to shocks in Tanzania and finds that migration
decreases in agriculturally dependent areas. While they find significance in their harmful de-
gree days variable instead of in their precipitation measurements, as this paper does, the nar-
rative remains the same. It is possible that the differences in how precipitation is measured
between the two studies changes where the significance is attributed. Gray and Wise (2016)
study Kenya as well as five other countries and find that migration decreases in Kenya in the
several years following temperature anomalies. This is confirmed in the baseline regression
with the negative coefficient on harmful degree days.
The Tanzanian study by Kubik and Maurel (2016) appears to be contradictory as it finds
that migration increases in the short-term with aridity shocks. At first glance, this appears to
conflict with evidence found in this paper as it seems to imply that the coefficient on NRD and
HDD should be positive for the one year time span. However, Kubik and Maurel (2016) use a
cross-sectional survey of agricultural workers in Tanzania. While this paper’s baseline estima-
tions find a negative coefficient on variables that correspond with aridity, the warm arid AEZ
interaction variables show that the migration response varies by geography and the coefficients
are positive for those regions. It is possible that in a cross-sectional analysis, the more arid
regions overwhelm the response from other regions thus causing the coefficient to be positive.
Therefore, spatial heterogeneity could explain the apparent contradiction between studies in
Tanzania.
1.5.3 Time Trends
The use of fixed effects in the gravity model estimation controls for many possible migration
incentives. While short-term deviations in climate are likely not being captured in the origin-
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state fixed effects, it is possible that there are some long-term climate trends in each region. If
one region had a gradual warming trend over 20 years, this would be captured in the fixed effect
instead of in the weather variable. It is possible, therefore, that the gravity model estimation is
downward biased in capturing the full impact of weather on migration.
1.6 Projections
This paper suggests that weather factors are a significant driver in migration almost exclusively
in warm arid regions. However, this does not imply that other regions will not be affected
by climate-induced migration in the future. Climate projections for Kenya and Tanzania to
2050 and 2090 show a significant increase in harmful degree days among all AEZs, as shown
in Table 1.9. The future classification of a region’s AEZ will be determined by temperature
and precipitation and therefore it is possible that regions that are not currently classified as
warm arid may begin to resemble that environment in the future.24 This implies that the study
of the climate-migration relationship in warm arid regions may have wider consequences as
climate continues to shift. Additionally, there is evidence of a time trend in which migration is
becoming a more common response to weather in more recent years (Beine and Jeusette, 2018).
Therefore, it is possible that current trends will intensify in the future making it essential that
the climate-migration relationship be understood.
1.7 Conclusion
What causes people to have a heterogeneous migration response to climate factors? This paper
shows that physical geography, socio-economic conditions, and the time lags being considered
can cause the effects of weather on migration to change. This spatial and temporal heterogene-
ity offers one explanation as to why previous studies have found some contradictory results
while looking at the same country and why it is difficult to compare effects across regions.
The results of this paper contribute to the development of a more unified framework for
understanding how weather affects migration. Identifying patterns in the movement of people
is essential for policy development. Rapid, unplanned urban growth can create a myriad of
structural and socio-economic problems. The ability to identify populations at risk of migrating
due to bad weather conditions could help policy makers plan for urban growth or contribute to
other adaptation options for those vulnerable populations.
There are still many unanswered questions in the study of climate and migration. The ag-
gregation of migration to the regional level, while allowing for gravity model analysis, does
not allow for the study of urbanization as a particular form of migration. Nor does it allow for
a detailed study of heterogeneity among the most disadvantaged population as it is likely that
mobility for the poor is more local than inter-regional. Further, the census does not differen-
tiate between temporary or permanent migration, which adds noise to the results. This study
24Precipitation projections for Eastern Africa show a general increase in rainfall albeit with higher variability
in timing and increased heterogeneity across space (Field et al., 2014; Wainwright et al., 2019; Few et al., 2015).
During this paper’s period of study, HDD increased by 11% between 1989 and 2009 and then decreased by 16%
in the following 10 years. This illustrates the volatile nature of climate in Eastern Africa.
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Table 1.9: Climate Projections: Percent Changes for 2050 and 2090 Compared to 1995-2010
Average, by Agro-Ecological Zone
GDD HDD
RCP AEZ 2050 2090 2050 2090
4.5 warm arid 0.03 0.03 0.55 0.62
4.5 warm humid 0.05 0.06 0.67 0.75
4.5 cool arid 0.08 0.10 0.56 0.63
4.5 cool humid 0.07 0.08 0.76 0.87
8.5 warm arid 0.04 0.06 0.84 1.11
8.5 warm humid 0.09 0.13 1.01 1.25
8.5 cool arid 0.14 0.20 0.85 0.95
8.5 cool humid 0.11 0.15 1.14 1.50
5 year averages for 2050-2055 and 2090-2095
Average value from 17 climate models
RCP 4.5: significant emission reductions
RCP 8.5: “business as usual” emissions
contributes to the literature by analyzing some of the issues that make the climate-migration
relationship so complex. As climate change continues to threaten the lives of people living in
precarious situations, more research into this relationship is needed.
Chapter 2
Weather Shocks and Regional
Agricultural Productivity
2.1 Introduction
Living standards in developing countries are being threatened by climate change (Eckstein et
al., 2019; Rigaud et al., 2018). Many people’s livelihoods are highly dependent on climate-
related activities, especially in Eastern Africa where an average of 70% of the population is
rural and agricultural-based (Salami et al., 2010). As climate change intensifies, weather pat-
terns are becoming increasingly difficult to predict with shocks happening more frequently
(Field et al., 2014; Wainwright et al., 2019). These changes in weather can cause problems for
agricultural workers as crop yields becomes less reliable. For countries suffering from poverty
where many people are subsistence farmers, these unpredictable shocks can be devastating.
This paper studies the relationship between weather shocks and within-country regional
agricultural total factor productivity (TFP) growth in Kenya and Tanzania. It focuses on finding
spatial heterogeneity in the relationship to identify which areas are most sensitive to shocks
and how the reactions differ by physical geography. TFP is measured by using nighttime lights
satellite data, as a proxy for subnational output, and census data for population information.
This data set is joined with historical weather data that is the product of 13 global climate
models regionally downscaled for Kenya and Tanzania and two reanalyses which deliver the
most accurate daily data available for the time period being studied.1 Having daily data allows
for the construction of non-linear weather measures that have not yet been used in Kenya and
Tanzania, and seldom elsewhere, over a long time span.2
This paper finds that weather significantly affects agricultural TFP growth. Ideal temper-
atures for crop growth cause a significant boost to TFP growth where a 1% increase in the
number of days with ideal growing temperatures increases agricultural TFP growth by 0.30%
the following year. A 1% increase in harmful degree days causes a decrease in TFP growth
of 0.09%. Spatial heterogeneity exists between geographic zones. Warm arid regions have
1The use of multiple sources of climate data is a crucial component to improving the climate-development
literature (Schmidt, 2019; Burke et al., 2015; Auffhammer et al., 2013)
2It is essential to capture non-linearities in weather measurements as weather is unlikely to affect people in a
linear manner (Gray and Bilsborrow, 2013; McLeman, 2018; Cattaneo and Massetti, 2015).
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positive TFP growth after extreme rainfall conditions, warm humid regions see a decrease in
output with extensive dry periods, and cool arid regions have a different reaction to temperature
from other regions. They experience a decrease in TFP growth with ideal temperatures and an
increase with extreme temperatures, whereas the effect has the opposite direction for the other
regions.
The results of this paper show that averaging weather variables across an entire country
ignores significant variation across space. This could lead to an aggregation bias where the
results of an estimation of the effect of weather shocks on a country would depend on where
those shocks took place within the country. Further, the use of non-linear measures of temper-
ature and rainfall captures the effects of weather better than linear measures. The degree day
functions lead to identifying the benefits of ideal crop growing temperatures and to separating
those effects from the damage of extreme temperatures. The non-linear rainfall measures allow
for the separation of impacts of overly dry or wet conditions.
This paper is the first to analyze aggregated agricultural TFP at a subnational level. This
is accomplished through the use of nighttime lights satellite data as a substitute for official
measures of sub-national GDP which are either unavailable or unreliable. The use of non-
linear measures constructed from daily data for temperature and rainfall is also novel in this
literature where other papers use monthly averages of temperature and precipitation.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 discusses relevant literature and section 2.3
outlines the data used in the analysis. Section 2.4 presents the empirical model and section
2.5 discusses the estimation results. Section 2.6 discusses the implications of the results and
concludes.
2.2 Literature Review
Research on the relationship between weather and GDP on an aggregate level has shown that
weather shocks can cause enormous damage and that their effects are heterogeneous across
countries (Dell et al., 2014). Most papers studying this issue use country-level panel data and
compare results across large areas. Seminal papers by Dell et al. (2012) and Moore and Diaz
(2015) find that higher temperatures have a negative effect on growth only in poor countries.
In the past few years, studies have expanded their scope of analysis to focus on other eco-
nomic impacts of climatic variables. There is evidence that weather affects factors such as
agriculture, labour productivity, energy consumption, health, manufacturing and trade, and
conflict (Kumar and Khanna, 2019). TFP has, so far, been mostly overlooked (Letta and Tol,
2019; Kumar and Khanna, 2019). Recent papers on TFP and climate factors have found that
temperature shocks negatively impact TFP on a national level (Letta and Tol, 2019; Kumar
and Khanna, 2019; Tol, 2021) and Henseler and Schumacher (2019) find that TFP is the most
important mechanism through which temperature impacts GDP. These studies all use data ag-
gregated to the national level and do cross-country comparisons. All find that this relationship
only exists in poor countries.
Studies that use sub-national data have studied regional GDP. Ortiz-Bobea et al. (2018) are
the first to look at sub-national GDP for the United States using state-level data and find signif-
icant heterogeneity between regions. While previous studies had not found weather to impact
TFP in developed countries, these authors find “temperature to be the single best weather pre-
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dictor of TFP variations” in the US, thus highlighting the importance of accounting for spatial
variation. Kalkuhl and Wenz (2020) use sub-national GDP data for 77 countries and find that
the growth rate decreases in hot countries with increasing temperature. Damania et al. (2020)
use grid cell data to show spatial heterogeneity in the impact of rainfall on GDP growth. All
three studies find that the effects of weather are heterogeneous across space and that averaging
weather variables to the national level does not capture the full impact of weather on economic
outcomes.
While some studies have analyzed how weather affects individual or farm-level TFP (see
for example Aragón et al. (2018) and Letta et al. (2018)), none have used macro data at the sub-
national level. The weather variables found in the macro analysis papers use linear measures of
temperature and precipitation and their squares which are averaged over long periods of time.
This is the data that is most often available for covering vast areas of the globe. Using data
with finer details and daily records improves the chance of isolating the impact of weather.
2.3 Data
2.3.1 Regional GDP
One reason why sub-national GDP has not been studied is the lack of data for developing coun-
tries. National governments rarely publish sub-national GDP data. The most commonly used
alternative is the estimate of GDP at the grid-cell level by Yale’s G-Econ project. However,
this data is only as reliable as its source information (Chen and Nordhaus, 2011). The initial
spatial distribution is estimated from potentially unreliable data and changes to GDP across
years are sometimes applied uniformly across a whole country, which is the case for Kenya
and Tanzania, due to a lack of follow-up official sub-national GDP estimates. While this data
has been used in studies that have a global scope (see for example, Conte et al. (2020) and
Alvarez and Rossi-Hansberg (2021)), it is not possible to use it for a detailed analysis of one
or two countries.
Nighttime lights data presents an alternative to officially published GDP data. This data is
the product of the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)/NGDC(National
Geophysical Data Center) Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational Linescan
System (DMSP-OLS) sensors (Baugh et al., 2010). Polar orbital satellites provide coverage of
the globe twice a day and record light emission. Version 4 of this data set provides an annual
cloud-free composite of stable lights adjusted for natural (sunlight, moonlight, clouds, etc.)
and unnatural (fires and ephemeral lights) disturbances. This data is available for the years
1992-2009.
Studies have found that nighttime lights data is more reliable than other proxies of sub-
national GDP for developing countries (Chen and Nordhaus, 2011; Henderson et al., 2012;
Hodler and Raschky, 2014). It has even been shown to be a good proxy for GDP at a local
level (Bruederle and Hodler, 2018). Nighttime lights can also closely predict social variables at
the regional and local levels (Noor et al., 2008; Chen, 2015; Michalopoulos and Papaioannou,
2013). An example of its use in the literature can be found in Henderson et al. (2018) who use
nighttime lights data to analyze trends in sub-national GDP development across the globe.
There are some possible problems with this data set. Bundervoet et al. (2015) find that
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agricultural activity is underestimated by nighttime lights in Kenya, however they still suggest
that there is a close relationship between the lights and sub-national GDP. A solution to this
problem is found by Wang et al. (2019) who show that supporting nighttime lights data with
agricultural census data delivers more accurate results. Unfortunately, no agricultural census
is available for Kenya or Tanzania. While most agriculture in Kenya and Tanzania does not di-
rectly emit nighttime lights, there is evidence that the lights emitted by the population centers
close to farms is correlated with agricultural income (Binswanger-Mkhize et al., 2016). There-
fore, while nighttime lights is not a perfect method for capturing agricultural productivity, it
can be used as a proxy.
Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) discover that top coding, where there is a maxi-
mum allowed value of luminosity, is also a problem with nighttime lights data, however they
find that Africa is not affected by it. A further issue with nighttime lights data is that it is less
sensitive to the lower end of the GDP spectrum, which is an issue likely related to the underes-
timation of agriculture. This can be remedied by taking the logarithm of the lights data leading
to a linear correlation between lights and GDP (Jean et al., 2016; Noor et al., 2008).
Given the limited availability of sub-national data for Kenya and Tanzania, nighttime lights
data is the best option for estimating regional GDP. However, estimates of weather’s impact on
productivity may be downward biased because of underestimation of agricultural activity.
To measure the activity of a region, nighttime lights are summed within regional bound-
aries, as defined by the census. Since the focus of this paper is on the agricultural production
function, the lights from major cities are subtracted from the total light output. Major cities, as
defined by the UN, are located within regions and separated into small cities, with populations
under 500,000 people, and big cities, with populations over 500,000. The lights within a 5 km
radius of the geographic centre of small cities and a 9 km radius of big cities are subtracted
from the regional lights total. While each city is a different size, these generalized radii will
ensure that, at the least, the main areas of the city are not included.
2.3.2 Census Data
Census data for Kenya and Tanzania are taken from IPUMS for 1989, 1999, and 2009 in Kenya
and for 1988, 2002, and 2012 in Tanzania.3 There are 35 regions in Kenya and 23 regions in
Tanzania.45 To match the population data to the yearly lights data available from 1992-2009,
regional population needs to change on a yearly basis. Differences between census years are
therefore averaged over the years between censuses. Observations of individuals less than 15
years old are dropped to restrict the data to adults. Only the rural population is counted in order
to be consistent with the rural nighttime lights data.
3IPUMS (originally Integrated Public Use Microdata Series) provides census and survey data from around the
world along with documentation and integration tools making it possible to merge information across data types
(Minnesota Population Center, 2019).
4This administration level is referred to as districts in Kenya, but for purposes of continuity with Tanzania,
they will be referred to as regions in this paper.
5Regional boundaries have shifted over time and in some cases, one region has been split into several regions.
IPUMS constructs regional boundary variables that are consistent across time. For example, four new regions
were created between 2002 and 2012 in Tanzania. The consistent boundaries file groups the four new regions into
their original boundaries so that comparisons can be made across censuses.
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Figure 2.1: Number of Days with No Rain
in 2009, Kenya and Tanzania
Source: Authors’ calculations from TAMSAT.
Figure 2.2: Number of Days with Exces-
sive Rain in 2009, Kenya and Tanzania
Source: Authors’ calculations from TAMSAT.
2.3.3 Weather Data
Information on the temperature and precipitation data can be found in Chapter 1 Sections 1.2.2
and 1.2.3 respectively. In short, temperature is measured by the use of growing degree days
(GDD) and harmful degree days (HDD). The former measures the cumulative exposure to tem-
peratures that are ideal for crop growth. The latter measures cumulative exposure to harmful,
extreme temperatures. These measures are useful in that they capture non-linearities and are
often used in agronomic research to better identify the impact of temperature on crop yield
(Aragón et al., 2018; Jessoe et al., 2017; Nawrotzki et al., 2017). Rainfall data is categorized
into no rain days (NRD) and excess rain days (ERD) which measure the number of days in a
year there were 0 mm of rain and how many days in a year there was rain in excess of four stan-
dard deviations from the long-term mean respectively. These measures are meant to capture
dry and stormy conditions.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the spatial distribution of No Rain Days and Excess Rain Days
for the year 2009 for the regions in Kenya (north) and Tanzania (south). Summary statistics for
the data can be found in Table 2.1.
2.4 Model
The agricultural production function is taken from Udry (1996) and is given by:
Yxt = AxtFαx L
1−α
xt (2.1)
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Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics for Productivity Determinants from 1992-2009 in Kenya and
Tanzania
mean standard deviation minimum maximum
nutrient availability 1.71 0.31 1.17 2.50
rooting conditions 1.17 0.19 1.00 1.67
soil workability 1.62 0.45 1.00 3.00
growing degree days 18.22 2.53 12.57 22.00
harmful degree days 1.47 1.63 0.00 7.54
no rain days 272.75 52.48 116.56 349.28
excess rain days 3.77 2.98 0.00 22.79
Source: Author’s calculations from the FAO’s Harmonized World Soil Database,
CORDEX Africa’s reanalysis data, and TAMSAT.
where x is the region, t is the year, Yxt is the agricultural GDP (as measured by the log of the
rural nighttime lights data), Axt is TFP, Fx is the fixed land factor, and Lxt is the labour (assumed
to be the total population over the age of 15).6 Following Udry further, the fixed land factor is
defined as:
Fx = Qx(1 + Zxγ) (2.2)
where Qx is the fraction of the region that is arable land and Zx is a vector of soil qualities:
nutrient availability, rooting conditions, and soil workability. Both the arable land data and the
soil variables are taken from the FAO’s Harmonized World Soil Database (Nachtergaele et al.,
2010). The soil variables are on a scale between one and five with one being the best condition
and five being the worst.7
Equation 2.1 is transformed by moving labour, which is potentially endogeneous, to the left










The value for α is taken from Gollin et al. (2011) as 0.42 which is estimated from a panel of
many developing countries.
The production function is estimated in two steps. First, the γ coefficients in equation 2.3
are estimated with non-linear least squares where log(Axt) is taken as the residual. This is
followed by a second step where log(Axt) is regressed on weather variables:
6The majority of agricultural land in these countries is rainfed and there is minimal fertilizer use making
capital less relevant (Nakawuka et al., 2018).
7Soil quality can change over time however it is unclear how quickly these qualities are changing across the
study period. Data measuring these qualities only exists for the year 2000 so it is not possible to test if these
variables change significantly with time.
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* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
log(Axt) = β1GDDxt + β2HDDxt + β3NRDxt + β4ERDxt + ϕx + τt + εxt (2.4)
where GDD is growing degree days, HDD is harmful degree days, NRD is no rain days, ERD
is excess rain days, ϕx is regional fixed effects, τt is time fixed effects, and the error term εxt is
clustered by region. First differences are taken to mitigate time trends in the data resulting in
the estimating equation:
∆ log(Axt) = β1∆GDDxt + β2∆HDDxt + β3∆NRDxt + β4∆ERDxt + ∆τt + εxt. (2.5)
With this second step, the impact of weather on agricultural TFP is estimated.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Baseline Estimates
Results for the first step are displayed in Table 2.2. The coefficients clearly show that better
land quality leads to higher agricultural output. The residual from this estimation is then used
in the estimation of equation 2.5 with results displayed in Table 2.3.
Because weather is likely to have a longer lasting impact than just the current year, equation
2.5 is estimated with two time specifications for the weather variables. The first includes the
weather variables for the years t and t − 1, the results of which are displayed in column (1)
of Table 2.3. The second specification includes an extra lag for the year t − 2, however in
this specification the variables are averaged over the years instead of being left as individual
regressors.
Results from Table 2.3 show that the lagged weather variables are the most important and
that growing degree days causes significant increase in TFP growth whereas harmful degree
days reduces TFP growth. The rainfall variables are insignificant. Lagged weather variables
may be significant given the bimodal nature of rainy seasons in equatorial countries. Both
Kenya and Tanzania have a short rain season (October to December) and a long rain season
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Table 2.3: Impact of Weather on Productivity
(1) (2)
Growing Degree Days t -0.014
Harmful Degree Days t 0.012
No Rain Days t 0.035
Excess Rain Days t 0.000
Growing Degree Days t − 1 0.299***
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 -0.093*
No Rain Days t − 1 0.030
Excess Rain Day t − 1 0.007
Growing Degree Days avg t to t − 2 -0.091
Harmful Degree Days avg t to t − 2 0.023
No Rain Days avg t to t − 2 0.056
Excess Rain Days avg t to t − 2 -0.012
N 986 870
(March to May). Since the agricultural calendar does not perfectly correspond to the agricul-
tural calendar, the lagged weather variables may be the most influential for crop production in
the next year.
2.5.2 Agro-Ecological Zones
This relationship is tested for spatial heterogeneity through the use of Agro-Ecological Zones
(AEZs). Information on the AEZs is found in Chapter 1 Section 3.1. Briefly, each region is
categorized as being arid, semi-arid, humid, or sub-humid according to that region’s dominant
type. AEZs are studied in this paper because previous literature suggests that it is possible that
the AEZs may cause heterogeneity (Seo et al., 2009). Soil degradation in arid and semi-arid
lands in Eastern Africa may also cause higher sensitivity to changes in climate (Gray, 2011;
Kabubo-Mariara, 2007; Roden et al., 2016).
To test for spatial heterogeneity, each weather variable is multiplied by a dummy variable
indicating whether a region is classified as a specific AEZ. The model is estimated four times,
each with a different set of AEZ interaction terms. Results with the weather variable time spec-
ification including variables for t and t−1 are presented in Table 2.4 and results for the average
of years t to t − 2 are in Table 2.5. The first column of each table contains the results without
any interaction terms, the same as the results reported in Table 2.3, to facilitate comparison.
Table 2.4 shows that the importance of the one year lagged variables is robust across spec-
ifications. The response from GDD for t − 1 is particularly strong in warm arid regions where
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Table 2.4: Impact of Weather on Productivity: AEZ Interaction Terms with 1 Year Time Lag
Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Growing Degree Days t -0.014 0.003 -0.094 0.305 -0.149
Harmful Degree Days t 0.012 0.010 0.023 -0.013 0.019
No Rain Days t 0.035 0.029 0.028 0.068 0.057
Excess Rain Days t 0.000 -0.001 -0.002 0.002 0.005
Growing Degree Days t − 1 0.299*** 0.282** 0.306*** 0.368** 0.303**
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 -0.093* -0.094* -0.107* -0.050*** -0.126*
No Rain Days t − 1 0.030 0.024 0.013 0.072 0.035
Excess Rain Day t − 1 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.011* 0.008
Growing Degree Days t -0.146
Harmful Degree Days t 0.034
No Rain Days t 0.164
Excess Rain Days t × warm arid 0.020
Growing Degree Days t − 1 0.462***
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 -0.020
No Rain Days t − 1 0.092
Excess Rain Days t − 1 0.005
Growing Degree Days t 0.326
Harmful Degree Days t -0.036
No Rain Days t 0.125
Excess Rain Days t × warm humid 0.008
Growing Degree Days t − 1 0.048
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 0.056
No Rain Days t − 1 0.113
Excess Rain Days t − 1 0.014
Growing Degree Days t -0.658**
Harmful Degree Days t 0.055**
No Rain Days t -0.060
Excess Rain Days t × cool arid -0.001
Growing Degree Days t − 1 0.066
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 -0.144
No Rain Days t − 1 -0.124
Excess Rain Days t − 1 -0.011
Growing Degree Days t 0.475*
Harmful Degree Days t -0.028
No Rain Days t -0.020
Excess Rain Days t × cool humid -0.008
Growing Degree Days t − 1 -0.044
Harmful Degree Days t − 1 0.084
No Rain Days t − 1 0.019
Excess Rain Days t − 1 -0.003
N 986 986 986 986 986
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Table 2.5: Impact of Weather on Productivity: AEZ Interaction Terms with 2 Year Time Lag
Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Growing Degree Days avg t to t − 2 -0.091 -0.145 -0.124 0.143 -0.134
Harmful Degree Days avg t to t − 2 0.023 0.030 0.034 -0.008 0.038
No Rain Days avg t to t − 2 0.056 0.066 0.077 0.003 0.030
Excess Rain Days avg t to t − 2 -0.012 -0.016** -0.010 -0.011 -0.011
Growing Degree Days 0.338
Harmful Degree Days × warm arid 0.046
No Rain Days -0.265
Excess Rain Days 0.041*
Growing Degree Days 0.213
Harmful Degree Days × warm humid -0.031
No Rain Days -0.334**
Excess Rain Days -0.021
Growing Degree Days -0.614
Harmful Degree Days × cool arid 0.134*
No Rain Days 0.218
Excess Rain Days -0.009
Growing Degree Days 0.225
Harmful Degree Days × cool humid -0.037
No Rain Days 0.030
Excess Rain Days -0.003
N 870 870 870 870 870
the coefficient is over one and a half times larger than for other regions. This therefore repre-
sents a source of spatial heterogeneity where ideal temperatures fuel growth stronger in warm
arid regions than in others.
Cool arid regions also have a differentiated response to temperature. The GDD and HDD
variables are significant for the year t and each has a counter-intuitive effect where ideal tem-
peratures decrease TFP growth and harmful temperatures increase it. This is the opposite of the
results found in other regions for the t−1 time lag. Further, the coefficient on the non-interaction
HDD variable for t − 1 increases in significance when accounting for the cool arid interaction.
This implies that the counter-weight response of the cool arid regions to extreme temperatures
reduces the overall significance of the HDD variable in the other columns. Therefore, not ac-
counting for the spatial heterogeneity of the cool arid regions leads to the underestimation of
the effect of harmful degree days for other regions. The heterogeneity of the cool arid regions
is further shown by the positive significant coefficient on the GDD interaction term for cool
humid regions which contrasts the negative coefficient for cool arid regions.
Table 2.5 confirms the heterogeneity of the cool arid regions where harmful degree days
cause an increase in TFP growth. This table also highlights some differentiation in the response
to precipitation in the warm regions. Warm arid regions have a positive TFP growth response
to excess rains which is contrasted by the negative coefficient for the non-interaction term. This
implies that excessive rain decreases growth in other regions but increases growth in warm arid
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regions. The reason for this difference is unclear. It may be possible that the benefit of extra
water in a dry, arid region outweighs any potential damage from storms or floods. No rain days
cause a decrease in TFP growth for warm humid regions which is not found in other areas.
Therefore, warm regions have a heterogeneous response to rainfall.
2.6 Discussion and Conclusion
There are three main results found in this paper. First, significant spatial heterogeneity is found
in warm areas. Warm arid regions have a positive agricultural TFP growth response to excess
rains whereas others have a negative response. Warm humid regions see a decrease in growth as
a result of dry conditions. Therefore, the impact of rainfall in warm regions varies by baseline
aridity.
Second, cool arid regions have a distinct response to temperature variables. Whereas all
other regions have a strong positive response to growing degree days, especially warm arid
regions, cool arid regions have a negative response. Also, extreme temperatures cause an
increase in the agricultural TFP growth rate instead of a decrease as in other regions.
Lastly, these results make it apparent that using non-linear measures of weather is impor-
tant in order to identify the impact of both good and bad temperatures as well as differentiate
between the impacts of low or excess rain. The strong positive effect of growing degree days
would not be identified with a linear measure of temperature. Similarly, the rainfall results
would not have been possible with linear rainfall variables.
The results found in this paper may be downward biased due to the use of the two-step
method and the use of the nighttime lights data. Wang and Schmidt (2002) show that es-
timating a production function with the two-step method can potentially cause a significant
downward bias in the estimates of the efficiency factor.8 Also, as discussed in section 2.3, the
underestimation of agricultural productivity by the nighttime lights data may cause a down-
ward bias in the estimation. Therefore, weather may have a stronger impact on agricultural
TFP than what is found in these tables.
This paper has shown that regional variation is an important factor in determining the rela-
tionship between weather and agricultural TFP. Since agricultural TFP responds differently to
weather shocks depending on geography, the coefficient on an aggregated variable at the coun-
try level would depend on where the weather shocks happen within the country. Therefore,
ignoring this heterogeneity and aggregating weather measures to the national level is likely
masking important results or producing misleading estimates. Also, the use of more sophis-
ticated weather variables results in a more nuanced understanding of this relationship. These
results suggest that the use of more detailed economic data and weather measures than what
are commonly used in the literature is crucial to understanding the true nature of the climate-
economy relationship.
8The variance of the residuals estimated in the first step is calculated without taking into account the produc-
tivity shocks, leading to an estimate of TFP that is underdispersed.
Chapter 3
Agatha’s Impact on High School Test
Scores in Guatemala
3.1 Introduction
Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of storms (IPCC, 2019; Caruso, 2017).
In recent years, the global losses from climate-related disasters have reached up to $320 billion
USD per year, the majority of which are borne by developing countries (World Meteorological
Organization, 2018; Panwar and Sen, 2019; Brock, 2013). These damage estimates do not
take into account the myriad indirect social and economic costs inflicted by disasters, such as
the impact on children’s education, health, and inequality (Hallegatte et al., 2020; Hallegatte,
2015). Further exploration into this topic is crucial as a shock to human capital accumulation
by climate events in developing countries has potentially devastating implications for long-
term economic growth, a problem which will only get worse with intensifying climate change
(Hsiang and Jina, 2014; Panwar and Sen, 2019).
This paper studies the impact of a tropical storm on educational outcomes in Guatemala.1
Tropical Storm Agatha, which landed in May of 2010, was one of the worst hydrometeorolog-
ical events to ever hit Guatemala (Baez et al., 2017).2 There were 160 fatalities and nearly $1
billion in damages (Beven, 2011). It wreaked havoc on the country with torrential rains causing
floods and landslides.
This paper examines how Tropical Storm Agatha affected test scores for students in their
last year of high school. Using student and school surveys and satellite rainfall data, we match
test scores for math and reading with a full set of personal and educational controls and contin-
1Guatemala is an ideal country within which to study the relationship between educational quality and disas-
ters. It is highly prone to natural disasters and persistently high poverty and inequality rates, especially among
the rural indigenous population, put many disadvantaged people in harm’s way (World Bank, 2019, 2011). It
is ranked 5th in the world for economic risk exposure to multiple types of hazards including floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes, landslides, and volcanoes (World Bank, 2011).
2A tropical storm differs from a hurricane in wind speed where a tropical storm has sustained winds of under 75
mph and a hurricane has winds greater than 75 mph. While Agatha was not technically a hurricane, it was deadlier
and caused more physical damage in Guatemala than previous hurricanes (The Government of Guatemala, 2010).
Due to the relatively low wind speeds compared to hurricanes, this study measures the intensity of Agatha with
rainfall instead of wind, which is different then most hurricane literature.
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uous, non-linear measures of exposure to Agatha. Panel data techniques allow us to estimate
this relationship while controlling for school-level fixed effects.
In the baseline specification, when measuring exposure to Agatha with a dummy variable,
as is typically done in the literature, we find that exposure to Agatha reduced math test scores
by 0.114 standard deviations and reduced reading test scores by 0.096 standard deviations. By
altering our measure of Agatha to be continuous and allowing the effect to vary by year, we
confirm that math test results were more affected than reading and find that some population
subgroups experience the impacts immediately and others experience them a year or two later.
We analyze potential mechanisms by which Agatha may have affected students. We find
that health is the most important mechanism. An increase in extra-curicular work hours after a
disaster is often studied as an important channel but we find little evidence that it significantly
impacted test scores.
The estimations show that there is significant heterogeneity in the impact of Agatha on
students. Health vulnerability was the most significant source of heterogeneity; vulnerable
students suffered disproportionately and had lingering effects years after the disaster. The
destruction of school infrastructure from the storm is only a significant mechanism for students
in rural areas. Non-linearities in the impact of the storm become clear through the use of
several different measures of exposure to Agatha. Ultimately, this paper shows that disasters,
education, health, and inequality are inextricably linked and that the true cost of a disaster is
highly complex.
This is the first paper to study test scores after a natural disaster with individual level data
in a developing country. Analyzing education on the intensive margin with microdata has been
done in the US but not in developing countries. Micro-level survey data has been used to study
Tropical Storm Agatha in Guatemala but only with a binary measure of school attendance.
The ability to match student test scores to individual survey data and their respective schools
provides an opportunity to analyze the effects of the storm while controlling for other determi-
nants of educational success. This level of detail improves the chance of isolating the impact
of the climate shock on test scores. Having a reference year before the storm and multiple
post-storm years allows us to track the progression of the storm’s impact. This has not been
done in previous literature as other papers use difference-in-difference models with one refer-
ence year before the shock and one treatment year afterwards. Further, the use of daily satellite
precipitation data is an improvement over the use of weather station data, which is common in
the literature, due to its increased accuracy and representation for the whole country.
Hanushek and Woessmann (2012) find that the education crisis in Latin America is a lack
of educational quality, not quantity. Therefore, to understand the full impact that storms have
in Latin America, it is essential to measure the amount of learning. This study addresses the
intensive margin of education by using test scores and is able to provide novel evidence from
which to grow the literature.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 3.2 reviews previous literature, section 3.3 de-
scribes the data, section 3.4 details the empirical strategy, and section 3.5 explores the results
of the estimations. Section 3.6 discusses the implications of the results and section 3.7 con-
cludes.
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3.2 Literature Review
It has been well established that children suffer disproportionately in the event of a natural
disaster (see for example Baez and Santos (2007); Bustelo (2011); Jensen (2000); Pörtner
(2008)). Most of these studies target young children and infants and have found that these
cohorts experience long-lasting traumatic effects that can be passed on to future generations
(Rosales-Rueda, 2018; Caruso, 2017). Studying the direct educational impacts of disaster for
school-age children is, however, a relatively new and fast-expanding literature (Thamtanajit,
2020; Di Pietro, 2018).
Most studies that investigate education and disasters use measures on the extensive margin,
where short-run studies look at dropout rates and long-run studies analyze years of schooling.
Many studies have found a decrease in children’s school enrollment following climatic shocks,
including studies from the Ivory Coast (Jensen, 2000), India (Jacoby and Skoufias, 1997),
Nicaragua (Ureta, 2005), and Italy (Di Pietro, 2018).3
Mixed evidence has been found for Guatemala. Over the long-run, Vásquez and Bohara
(2010) find that while shocks increase labour hours for children, there is no change in the
amount of schooling they receive and Pörtner (2008) finds that children living in hurricane-
prone areas of the country receive more education overall, likely as an insurance mechanism
against the risk of disasters. However, studies looking at specific shocks find that Hurricane
Stan in 2005 increased dropout rates for boys (Bustelo, 2011) and that the earthquake of 1976
reduced the number of grades obtained (Hermida, 2011). Baez et al. (2017), in the paper
that is most closely related to our study, analyze the impact of Tropical Storm Agatha on
consumption, poverty, and school attendance in Guatemala. While they find that poverty and
consumption were only impacted in urban areas, school attendance decreased in rural areas
because of increased labour force participation.
Few studies have analyzed the impact of disasters on education on the intensive margin
using test scores. In the US, Hurricane Floyd reduced test scores in North Carolina, likely
because of mental stress (Holmes, 2002). The educational impact of Hurricane Katrina was
complex; an initial decrease in test scores from displaced children was followed by an increase
several years later, likely due to the peer effects of relocation into neighbourhoods with higher
education levels (Sacerdote, 2012).
In developing countries, only two studies have analyzed test scores for high school stu-
dents. Spencer (2017) does a macro analysis of the impact of hurricanes on the nationally
averaged high school test scores in 13 Caribbean countries. She finds that hurricanes have a
detrimental impact on test scores in math and sciences but no impact in humanities. The au-
thor hypothesizes that subjects requiring applied practice suffer the most from lost class time.
Thamtanajit (2020) studies the impact of floods in Thailand on schools’ average test scores
for several grades and finds that math and science are the most affected and that the impact
decreases in significance as the students get older.
The mechanism most often found for the impact of disasters on education is through in-
creased extra-curricular work (Baez et al., 2010). Theoretically, whether work hours increase
or decrease after a disaster is unclear and results are idiosyncratic across countries (Kirch-
berger, 2017; Zimmermann, 2020; Novella and Zanuso, 2018).4 However, evidence from Latin
3All studies look at young children except for Di Pietro (2018) who studies university students.
4While the income effect encourages more labour hours to make up for monetary loss, lower productivity after
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America suggests that labour hours are likely to increase after a natural disaster for these coun-
tries (Baez and Santos, 2007; De Janvry et al., 2006; Santos, 2007). In Guatemala, children
typically have a heavy extra-curricular workload; in 2003, Guatemalan children enrolled in
school who were also employed averaged 40 hours a week of extra-curricular work (Under-
standing Children’s Work Project, 2003). With extensive work expectations, any increase in
labour hours would reduce time spent studying.
Other possible mechanisms through which a storm can impact education are health, school
infrastructure, and family income. The literature studying the health impacts of disasters has
shown that children suffer from injuries, malnutrition, diseases from contaminated water, lack
of access to medical care, and deteriorated mental health in the wake of a disaster (Campanella,
1999; Kousky, 2016; Jensen, 2000). It is also well documented that malnutrition and other
health concerns cause a decrease in educational attainment (Alderman et al., 2006, 2009; Al-
derman, 2009). Therefore it is likely that the negative health effects from a storm could cause
a decrease in educational performance. The destruction of school infrastructure or a loss of
family income could also reduce test scores. Since the quality of a student’s environment can
affect educational performance (Ebenstein et al., 2016), it is possible that a storm causing a
deterioration in a school’s physical infrastructure or a more difficult home life could impede
educational attainment.
The study most closely resembling ours is by Baez et al. (2017) who estimate the impact of
Agatha on poverty, consumption, and school enrolment in Guatemala. They find that poverty
and consumption were only impacted in urban areas and that school attendance was only im-
pacted in rural areas. Rural boys showed the strongest response with decreased attendance and
increased labour force participation. Their study uses individual-level data but does not have
access to test score information. The two previous papers studying test scores in developing
countries are also restricted in the extent of their analysis by needing to aggregate test scores;
Spencer et al. (2016) aggregates to the national level and Thamtanajit (2020) to the school
level.
3.3 Data
The education data for this paper comes from the Guatemalan ministry of education (MINE-
DUC). As a part of the 1996 peace treaty ending the 36 year civil war in Guatemala, the
government agreed to conduct yearly surveys of students and schools as a commitment to im-
proving education across the country. Each student in the last year of high school is surveyed
on personal and family characteristics, such as parental education, housing materials, and eth-
nicity. These surveys are matched with test scores on the national standardized tests in math
and reading comprehension. Each school principal is also surveyed on their school’s quality
with questions about teacher performance, test preparations, and school physical infrastructure.
Test scores are matched with student and school data as well as the geographic coordinates of
each school for the years 2009 to 2013. This period allows for a reference year before Agatha
as well as several years following the storm without interference from other major storms or
disasters.
a disaster encourages education because of the substitution effect.
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Figure 3.1: Rainfall Mean for Guatemala
1988-2014
Source: Authors’ calculations from CHIRPS.
Figure 3.2: Standard Deviation of Rainfall
for Guatemala 1988-2014
Source: Authors’ calculations from CHIRPS.
Rainfall data is taken from the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station
data (CHIRPS) (Funk et al., 2015). This data set combines satellite imagery and interpolated
weather station data to produce a daily gridded rainfall map with a roughly 25 km2 cell size
(0.25◦ x 0.25◦ lat-long resolution). Weather station data is typically used in the literature and is
beneficial as it is highly precise for its location. However, weather stations are few in number,
are not evenly distributed throughout the country, and are often subject to disruptions making
it difficult to get accurate data for locations that are not close to functioning weather stations.
The CHIRPS data set combines ground station data with more reliable satellite data in order
to fill in the gaps between stations. With this data, we are able to measure the intensity of
Agatha across the country and compare it to the long-run precipitation means for each grid cell
in order to calculate cell-level z-scores.5 Long term means and standard deviations are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. The progression of Agatha over Guatemala can be seen in Figure 3.3. We
match the geocoordinates of each school to it’s respective rainfall grid cell and use that grid
cell’s measurement as the amount of rain that fell at the school.6
3.4 Model
We estimate an education production function where Tropical Storm Agatha impacts test scores.
The baseline specification is given by:
Yci,s,t = βAs + Xi,s,tρ + τt + ηs + ε
c
i,s,t (3.1)
5The z-score measures the number of standard deviations an observation is above or below the mean.
6We have the geocoordinates of each school but not of the students’ houses. Given the severity of the storm
and the widespread flooding, we believe that it is reasonable to assume that students’ homes experienced similar
storm conditions as their school.
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Figure 3.3: Timelapse of Rainfall Z-Score Values During Tropical Storm Agatha
Source: Authors’ calculations from CHIRPS.
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where Yci,s,t is standardized test score for class c (math or reading), for student i, in school s,
in year t. As is the exposure of school s to Agatha and Xi,s,t is a vector of control variables.
The control variables in Xi,s,t are classified into five categories: Family demographics, family
assets, school quality, school infrastructure, and annual weather. The full set of variables in
each category is available in Table 10 in the appendix. The variables τt and ηs are time and
school fixed effects respectively and εci,s,t is the error term clustered at the school-year level.
7
Since students in 2009 did not experience Agatha, we use this year as a reference. Taking the
expectation of the model in 2009 gives us:




Ȳcs,2009 = X̄s,2009ρ + τ2009 + ηs. (3.3)
Subtracting Equation 3.3 from Equation 3.1 results in a de-meaned model where variables are
in reference to pre-Agatha levels:
Yci,s,t − Ȳ
c
s,2009 = βAs + Xi,s,tρ + τt + ηs + ε
c
i,s,t − (X̄s,2009ρ + τ2009 + ηs) (3.4)
Yci,s,t − Ȳ
c
s,2009 = βAs + (Xi,s,t − X̄s,2009)ρ + (τt − τ2009) + ε
c
i,s,t. (3.5)
Ỹci,s,t = βAs + X̃i,s,tρ + τ̃t + ε
c
i,s,t. (3.6)
We use equation 3.6 in our analysis with variables demeaned by the 2009 means which controls
for fixed effects and presents all results in relation to the pre-storm year.8
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Baseline Estimates
The baseline specification measures exposure to Agatha as a dummy variable that equals one
if the area experienced a rainfall z-score greater than two during Agatha. This dummy is
analogous to the variable used in Baez et al. (2017) in a difference-in-difference context. Since
we have multiple years after the storm, this dummy variable specification is our equivalent of
a difference-in-difference technique. Results are presented in Table 3.1 where each column
represents a subset of the survey population and the top panel displays results for math test
scores and the bottom panel for reading test scores.
Column (1) displays the results for the full sample. Columns (2) and (3) contain results for
the male and female population subsets respectively and columns (4) and (5) for the urban and
rural subsets. Using population subsets allows us to study heterogeneity in Agatha’s impact on
students.
7School fixed effects control for any physical or sociological regional differences that may impact education
or a region’s ability to manage and recover from storms. For example, areas with higher average income levels
may have better flood management systems. By including school fixed effects, these factors are controlled for.
We believe that this allows us to consider Agatha as exogenous.
8This makes it comparable to most other literature that uses a difference in difference approach. We assume
that 2009 was a typical year without any severe weather.
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Table 3.1: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Using Agatha
dummy variable
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha dummy z-score ≥ 2 -0.114* -0.113* -0.129* -0.108* 0.000
N 404478 200054 204424 379136 25342
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha dummy z-score ≥ 2 -0.096** -0.138** -0.058 -0.098** -0.002
N 401487 198574 202913 376261 25226
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
Overall, Table 3.1 shows that exposure to Agatha has a negative impact on student test
scores causing a 0.114 standard deviation decrease in math and a 0.096 standard deviation
decrease in reading. Since test scores are standardized with mean zero and a standard deviation
of one, 95% of students will be within 2 standard deviations from the mean.9 A decrease in test
scores around 0.1 standard deviations therefore shifts them about 2.5% down the distribution.
Girls experience worse outcomes than boys for math but are unaffected in their reading test
scores. Rural students have insignificant coefficients for both math and reading.
Given that the satellite data provides rainfall information at significantly higher resolution
than the weather station data available to Baez et al. (2017) and other similar papers, we replace
the simple dummy variable measuring exposure to Agatha with a continuous variable measur-
ing Agatha’s intensity. Rainfall during Agatha reached up to 13 standard deviations above the
mean in some grid cells while the mean z-score value was just 0.93. Using a continuous mea-
sure for exposure above a z-score of two therefore captures this variation. The new measure is
defined as:
S s, j =




0 if S s, j < 0S s, j if S s, j ≥ 0 (3.8)
As =
0 if t = 2009∑May30
j=May25 Zs, j if t ≥ 2010
(3.9)
9See summary statistics in Table 10.
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where j is days between May 25 and May 30 which are the days when Agatha dropped heavy
rainfall on Guatemala.10 As in previous equations, s is school. The variable rs is rainfall as
measured in millimetres, and r̄s and σs are the daily long-run mean and standard deviation of
rainfall for that school.11 The variable S s, j therefore measures the extent to which the rainfall
experienced during Agatha exceeded what would be considered normal rainfall for that area as
defined as being within two standard deviations from the mean. In calculating Zs, j, we set the
value equal to zero if the rainfall was below the two standard deviation cut off which enables
us to solely focus on the extreme rainfall cases. This measure is then summed over the six days
where heavy rain was recorded in Guatemala to measure the total exposure to extreme rainfall.
We choose to continue using a threshold of two standard deviations because about 95%
of normal rainfall observations will fall underneath this threshold. Measuring rainfall that falls
above this threshold therefore captures intense storm conditions. Section 3.5.3 provides robust-
ness checks for this threshold and discusses the impact of non-linear rainfall measurements.
Unlike other studies, our data is available for multiple years after the storm. We there-
fore interact the measure of exposure to Agatha, As, with time dummy variables for t =
{2010, 2011, 2012, 2013} to study the progression of Agatha over time. Results for the new
definition of Asτt are displayed in Table 3.2.
The coefficients in Table 3.2 are smaller than in Table 3.1 because they represent every
standard deviation increase instead of the entire Agatha effect. This specification of As has a
mean of 0.86 with a standard deviation of 2.35 and a maximum value of 12.99. In the full
sample, math test scores would have decreased by 0.11 standard deviations in the worst hit
areas. This is not much larger than the effect found in the baseline estimation. For urban
students with coefficients of -0.03 for the lagged variables, math test scores decrease by 0.43
standard deviations for those places with the most rainfall. Dropping almost half a standard
deviation represents an enormous shift in test scores.
Noticeable differences between the two tables are also seen in the reading panel where the
impacts of Agatha are seen more in the year 2011 than in 2010 except for the male subgroup.
The rural population also displays strong negative coefficients for the years 2011 and 2012
compared to the insignificance found in Table 3.1. From this table we can conclude that Agatha
has a lagged impact on reading test scores and on math test scores for rural students.
3.5.2 Mechanisms
Using individual-level data allows us to analyze potential mechanisms by which Agatha affects
students. In Section 3.2, family assets, school infrastructure, work, and health are mentioned
as possible mechanisms. Table 3.3 assesses the first two and Table 3.4 the latter two. For both
tables, the continuous, time differentiated version of As,t is used, as in Table 3.2.
The first column of Table 3.3 excludes both the family assets and school infrastructure con-
trol variables. Column (2) introduces just the family assets variables and column (3) introduces
just the school infrastructure variables. Column (4) includes both and is therefore identical to
column (1) in Table 3.2. This pattern is repeated for the rural population subgroup for Columns
10While Tropical Storm Agatha technically did not make landfall until May 29th, heavy rains and flooding were
reported in earlier days as the storm was approaching (The Government of Guatemala, 2010).
11Computed for the years 1988-2014.
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Table 3.2: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Using Agatha
z-score measure
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.009** -0.013*** -0.014*** -0.009* -0.019
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.006 -0.008 -0.006 -0.005 -0.033***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.007 -0.031**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.006 -0.009
N 404478 200054 204424 379136 25342
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.005 -0.009** -0.004 -0.005 -0.016
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.008* -0.009* -0.007 -0.009* 0.002
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 -0.000 -0.004 0.003 -0.001 -0.009
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.013
N 401487 198574 202913 376261 25226
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
(5) through (8). When viewing the entire sample, differences between the columns are negli-
gible. However, when focusing on rural areas, the inclusion of school infrastructure in the
math test estimation causes the coefficients on Agatha in 2011 and 2012 to decrease in size
and increase in significance. This change implies that school infrastructure is a mechanism by
which Agatha affects math students in rural areas. The other subgroups are not displayed in
this table because they show no change. School infrastructure is, therefore, most important for
rural students and the physical damage from the storm decreases math test scores.
It is often assumed that increased extra-curricular work is the most important mechanism
by which disasters influence students (Baez et al., 2010). The MINEDUC survey asks students:
“Do you currently work to earn money?” We use this variable to test the strength of the work
mechanism.
The second mechanism tested in this table is the Health Vulnerability Index (HVI). We
hypothesize that health could be another mechanism through which Agatha affects students.
However, the MINEDUC survey does not contain information on health. We therefore create a
Health Vulnerability Index variable through the use of another national Guatemalan survey, the
Living Standards Measurement Survey, abbreviated to ENCOVI in Spanish. This nationally
representative survey is conducted every five to six years and covers a large range of socio-
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Table 3.3: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Family Assets
and School Infrastructure Mechanisms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Subset All All All All Rural Rural Rural Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.009** -0.009** -0.010** -0.009** -0.019 -0.019 -0.020 -0.019
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.024* -0.025* -0.033*** -0.033***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 -0.022 -0.023 -0.031** -0.031**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 -0.000 -0.001 -0.008 -0.009
Family Assets Yes Yes Yes Yes
School Infrastructure Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 420185 420185 404478 404478 26402 26402 25342 25342
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Subset All All All All Rural Rural Rural Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.005 -0.013 -0.013 -0.016 -0.016
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.008* -0.008* -0.009** -0.008* 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.002
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000 -0.004 -0.004 -0.008 -0.009
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.015 0.014 0.013
Family Assets Yes Yes Yes Yes
School Infrastructure Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 416930 416930 401487 401487 26277 26277 25226 25226
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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economic questions. We use the surveys for the years 2006 and 2011 which both contain
questions on whether the respondent has been injured, has had a respiratory illness, or has had
diarrhea in the last month. We combine these three questions to make a dummy variable that
equals one if the respondent answers yes to any of the three as an indicator of their health
status.
The ENCOVI and MINEDUC surveys contain many of the same questions on demograph-
ics and living conditions. Using the ENCOVI data, we estimate a logit model of the log odds





= Hi,d,tα + τt (3.10)
where pi,d is the probability of individual i in department d getting sick or having an accident.12
The variable Hi,d,t is the vector of characteristics found in both surveys.13 This estimation was
restricted to the same age range as the MINEDUC survey.
Using the resulting α coefficients on Hi,d,t, we construct the probability that a person in
the MINEDUC survey is injured or sick resulting in a new variable that serves as a health
vulnerability index. Both 2006 and 2011, the ENCOVI survey years, fall immediately after
meteorological disasters: Hurricane Stan in 2005 and tropical storm Agatha in 2010. Therefore,
this measure captures the likelihood that a person falls ill or is injured in the year following a
major storm and the resulting variable in the MINEDUC data set represents a person’s health
risk after a disaster.
Column (1) in Table 3.4 is the same as column (1) in Table 3.2 and is used as a reference
point. Column (2) includes the work variable and column (3) includes the HVI. Column (4)
includes both work and the HVI as well as the interaction between them and the Agatha vari-
ables. The interactions are included to closely analyze the relationship that these mechanisms
have with the storm.14 Columns (5) to (8) contain all variables for the population subsets.
The work variable is consistently negative and significant for most columns meaning that
those students who work for pay outside the home have lower test scores; overall it causes
a reduction of 0.044 standard deviations for math and 0.090 standard deviations for reading.
Working is about twice as detrimental to test scores for boys as for girls. The coefficient on
the work variable for rural areas is larger than for urban areas but is insignificant for math and
only significant at the 5% level for reading compared to a robustly negative and significant
coefficient for urban students.
These results may be explained by the nature of the survey question which asks whether
students work for pay. If a student is expected to perform labour at home, such as child care
and household or farm chores, these activities do not qualify as work in this survey but would
equally reduce a student’s studying hours. These types of unpaid labour are more likely to
describe work done by female students and rural students (Baez et al., 2017). Therefore, it is
possible that the difference in work outcomes between population subsets is due to an incom-
12Guatemala is divided into 22 departments. The ENCOVI data set is representative at the departmental level.
13These variables are: department, building materials for the wall, roof, and floor of the home, running water,
electricity, toilet facilities, age, gender, and parental education level.
14Table 3.3 did not include interactions because the large number of variables included in each category makes
this untenable.
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Table 3.4: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Work and Health
Vulnerability Mechanisms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Subset All All All All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.009** -0.009** -0.006 -0.005 -0.008 -0.009 -0.004 -0.012
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.006 -0.005 0.000 0.000 0.001 -0.002 0.001 -0.032**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.007 0.007 0.011** 0.011** 0.012** 0.010* 0.012** -0.035**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.004 0.008 -0.026*
Work -0.044*** -0.033** -0.085*** -0.040** -0.030** -0.046
Health Vulnerability Index -2.943*** -2.741*** -2.806*** -2.593*** -2.739*** -2.941***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 ×Work 0.006** 0.006* -0.008** 0.004 0.021**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 ×Work 0.002 0.000 -0.000 0.001 -0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 ×Work -0.002 -0.005* -0.001 -0.002 -0.008
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 ×Work -0.004 -0.008** 0.000 -0.005* 0.005
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 × HVI 0.049** 0.066*** 0.024 0.051** -0.015
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 × HVI -0.074*** -0.096*** -0.060** -0.069*** -0.123*
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 × HVI -0.060*** -0.066*** -0.068*** -0.052*** -0.184***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 × HVI -0.062*** -0.075*** -0.061** -0.063*** -0.082
N 404478 404478 326465 326465 161322 165143 310262 16203
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Subset All All All All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.005 -0.005 -0.008* -0.007* -0.013*** -0.004 -0.007 -0.022**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.008* -0.007* -0.006 -0.006 -0.005 -0.006 -0.005 -0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 -0.000 0.000 0.004 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.004 -0.016
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 -0.004
Work -0.090*** -0.048*** -0.076*** -0.047*** -0.046*** -0.059*
Health Vulnerability Index -4.630*** -4.303*** -3.865*** -4.709*** -4.280*** -4.690***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 ×Work -0.003 -0.004 -0.009*** -0.004* 0.016**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 ×Work -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 0.008
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 ×Work -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 ×Work -0.004 -0.004 -0.003 -0.005* 0.003
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 × HVI -0.013 -0.115*** 0.078*** -0.014 0.056
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 × HVI -0.073*** -0.087*** -0.067*** -0.075*** 0.000
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 × HVI -0.054** -0.059** -0.057** -0.054** -0.030
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 × HVI -0.080*** -0.104*** -0.059** -0.084*** 0.033
N 401487 401487 324000 324000 160081 163919 307871 16129
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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plete measure of labour hours.15
The Work-Agatha interaction variables are mostly insignificant. Female students have a
negative interaction coefficient for the year 2010 for both classes. Male students have a lagged
negative effect for 2012 and 2013 for the math test and urban students have weakly significant
coefficients on the 2010 and 2013 interaction terms. Rural students have a positive coefficient
for the 2010 interaction for both classes which is a counter-intuitive result. It is possible that
the work variable is not well specified for rural students who mainly work on family farms
without compensation. Aside from the results for girls in 2010, there is no strong evidence that
work is a significant mechanism through which Agatha affects students.
Table 3.4 shows that the Health Vulnerability Index has a consistently negative and sig-
nificant coefficient which suggests that the health vulnerability index is a key indicator of a
student’s educational outcomes where more vulnerable students have significantly lower test
scores. Its inclusion also alters the Agatha coefficients. In column (3), the negative coefficient
for Agatha in 2010 becomes insignificant for the math test scores and there is a positive co-
efficient for 2012 instead. For reading, the negative significance for Agatha shifts from 2011
to 2010. The size of the coefficient on the HVI variable is larger for reading than for math,
implying that health vulnerability impacts reading more than math. This column therefore tells
us that health is a significant mechanism through which Agatha impacts students.
This finding is supported by the subsequent columns. The interaction terms between
Agatha and the HVI are overwhelmingly negative and significant for the years 2011 to 2013.
These coefficients imply that students with high health vulnerability experience worse out-
comes after Agatha and that the effects are felt for many years after the event.
The coefficients on the 2010 interaction variables are positive in some cases. The reason for
these positive coefficients is uncertain. For the math test scores, the positive result comes from
the male students and for reading from the female students. These results suggests that there
is a differentiated reaction to each class by gender. It is interesting to note that the base effect
of health vulnerability on reading, as seen in the non-interaction HVI term, for girls is roughly
20% larger than for boys but is slightly smaller for math. Why exposure to Agatha would
mitigate some of the detrimental effects of being vulnerable for female students is unclear.
However, these estimates show that gender differences in the response to Agatha are significant.
Further research is needed to understand the motivations behind these differences.
The rural students are an exception for the impact of the HVI. Column (8) shows that the
Agatha coefficients are negative and significant for 2011 to 2013 for math. The HVI interaction
terms are only significant for 2011 and 2012. These coefficients imply that rural students are
all affected, unlike urban students. However, the negative coefficients on the interaction terms
have a larger value (in absolute terms) than for the other subgroups. This column suggests that
while rural students are all impacted, regardless of health vulnerability, those students in rural
areas who also have a high HVI experience the worst outcomes for math test scores.16
Overall, Table 3.4 implies that health is the most relevant mechanism affecting students’
15Table 11 in the appendix also shows that being male has a positive and significant effect on whether the
student works. The coefficient on rural in this table is negative but insignificant.
16The distribution of the HVI for urban and rural students can be found in Figure .4 in the appendix. Rural areas
have a slightly higher concentration of students at the highest end of the distribution but differences are minimal.
This distribution means that rural students are not significantly more likely than urban students to have a high HVI
which would have made it difficult to compare between columns (7) and (8).
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performance at school in the wake of Agatha. This result has significant distributional implica-
tions for natural disasters. Vulnerable students not only suffer disproportionately from Agatha
but they also experience these negative effects for years after the event. Given that inequality
has been shown to reduce economic growth in developing countries (Barro, 2000), an increase
in inequality of educational outcomes due to a natural disaster could seriously impact long-term
growth.
3.5.3 Robustness Checks and Non-Linearities
One of the most common problems with estimating education models is the inability to control
for many individual characteristics that determine a student’s success, the most notable of
which is a student’s innate ability. While the extensive set of control variables in Xi,s,t covers
many factors, there may also be some relevant family or school characteristics that are not
included. These factors are contained in the error term;
εci,s,t = γθi + ν
c
i,s,t (3.11)
where θi is innate ability and other remaining individual determinants. We attempt to control
for θi by using the residual from the estimation for class c to estimate the equation for class −c.
This is a two step process. First, the model is estimated as written in equation 3.6 for one exam




and included as an additional regressor in the subsequent regression for the other exam subject,





Equation 3.13 is then estimated. The inclusion of this ability measure has no significant impact
on the baseline results. The coefficient on λci,s,t is positive, significant, and consistent across
subgroups. Results for this specification, and including the mechanism variables, are shown
in Table 12 in the appendix. The lack of change in the coefficients suggests that the baseline
estimations are not suffering from omitted variable bias.
To test the sensitivity of our results to the definition of the Agatha variables, we modify
equation 3.7 slightly to:
S s,i =
rs,i − (r̄s + 4 × σs)
σs
(3.14)
where we select for rainfall exceeding four standard deviations instead of two. S s,i is then input
into equations 3.8 and 3.9 to produce a new set of estimations. Results for this specification
are shown in Tables 13 and 14 in the appendix.17
These tables show that restricting Agatha to the more severely impacted areas results in
magnified coefficients on the Agatha variables; the trends from the baseline results do not
change but are intensified. The negative coefficients on Agatha variables get larger (in absolute
terms) and many see an increase in significance. The positive coefficients for Agatha in 2012
17Table 14 includes the residuals measure, λci,s,t, defined above.
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found in Table 3.4 are replaced with negative coefficients for Agatha in 2010. These results
point to the presence of non-linearities in a storm’s impact on students. This non-linearity is
further supported by another specification where Agatha is measured as the total amount of
rainfall in millimetres over the six day span. An example of these results can be found in Table
15 in the appendix where it suggests that there were no negative impact from Agatha.
These robustness checks show that the specification of the storm variable is important. The
marginal effect of the storm on test scores is dependent on how severe the storm is. It is likely
that the full impact of a disaster cannot be captured with binary or linear variables which are
often used in the literature.
3.6 Discussion
There are four major results from this research. First is that, overall, Agatha had a significant
negative impact on the test scores of senior high school students in Guatemala. This is an
important result because there are some studies that find that only younger students are affected
by disasters and that older students, like those studied in this paper, have little to no response
to these types of shocks (Thamtanajit, 2020).
Second, when studying potential mechanisms, we find that family assets and work were
not significant and that school infrastructure was important only for rural areas. There are
several reasons why family assets and work may have shown up as weak mechanisms in this
study. Other studies find that family income is a significant driver of post-disaster educational
outcomes (Bernabe et al., 2021). Our data does not have measures of family income but rather
of family assets. The variable “family assets” is likely less elastic with respect to aggregate
shocks than income. Given the aggregate nature of natural disaster shocks, the market for
assets would be depressed after Agatha resulting in low prices. The substitution effect would
therefore make the selling of assets less desirable. Therefore, it is possible that this group of
variables is under-representing the full extent of the financial shock to the households.
The timing of Agatha is another factor that may subdue the significance of these mech-
anisms. For agricultural workers in Guatemala, May is not a critical month and therefore
agricultural incomes were not severely affected (Baez et al., 2017). Had the storm struck dur-
ing a different month, it is possible that family assets, as a proxy for income, would be a greater
cause of reduced test scores. This fortuitous timing may have impacted the importance of the
work variable as well. If the storm had struck at another time, the demand for agricultural
labour may have been higher to repair the damage to crops.
The heterogeneity of Agatha’s impact on the Guatemalan students is apparent in the mech-
anisms analysis. The health measure revealed striking results for the distributional impact of
Agatha. Results show that students with high vulnerability suffered disproportionately and con-
tinued to experience harmful effects from Agatha several years after the storm. The disequal-
izing impact of natural disasters could potentially have long-term consequences for Guatemala
which is a country fighting extreme inequality, especially as the frequency of tropical storms
increase with climate change.
The health vulnerability index constructed uses health outcomes as the dependent variable.
It is possible that factors other than health may be contributing to the significance of this vari-
ables. Our data set does not have information on the students’ poverty status or, as previously
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mentioned, family income. Poverty and health are negatively correlated and since we cannot
control for poverty, it may be that the impact of health vulnerability found here partly reflects
the impact of poverty (Deaton, 2003).
Lastly, the differences in results across specifications show that there are likely significant
non-linearities in the relationship between education and natural disasters. Most literature uses
basic measures such as dummy variables to capture exposure to disasters. While this is a good
start, and often the only feasible option, these results show that using more nuanced measures
can improve our understanding of the true cost of natural disasters.
There is reason to suspect that older students would be affected by natural disasters less
than younger children. In developing countries such as Guatemala, few students make it all the
way through to the last year of high school; many drop out long before arriving at this stage.
Therefore, our sample of students contains selection bias where only those who are dedicated
to their studies, who have a certain minimum level of privilege, or who have high innate ability
continue to this point. Therefore it is likely that the marginal impact of Agatha on an average
student is larger than what is seen in this study. Despite this downward bias in our results, we
still find significant effects of Agatha on student test scores.
3.7 Conclusion
The study of natural disasters and education is still in its infancy. The urgency of understanding
this relationship is growing as climate change intensifies; improving education is essential for
the development process and for building resilience against disasters (Hanushek and Woess-
mann, 2010; Blankespoor et al., 2010). Researchers are beginning to respond with more studies
of how disasters such as storms and hurricanes affect the lives of those in developing countries.
This paper studies how a major tropical storm impacted high school test scores in Guatemala
and finds that the storm was severely detrimental with highly heterogeneous effects across
students. Students with high health vulnerability suffered disproportionately and the storm
impacted rural students differently than urban students. Health was likely the most important
mechanism by which students were affected. Non-linearities in the results show that using de-
tailed and continuous measures of weather exposure are an important part of understanding a
disaster’s full impact.
Improving resilience to natural disasters is one of the fundamental goals of global devel-
opment and an essential step towards improving lives in the developing world (Hallegatte et
al., 2020). This paper makes clear that climate change, education, health, and inequality are
inextricably linked and countries like Guatemala need comprehensive solutions to deal with
these multi-faceted issues. Continued research is imperative to understand how these problems
are connected and to estimate the full set of indirect costs associated with natural disasters.
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Appendix A
Table 5: Impact of Weather on Migration: Logistic Estimations
(1) (2)
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 2.638
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr -0.473
No Rain Days 1 yr -0.603
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.156**
Growing Degree Days 5 yr -0.298
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -0.772
No Rain Days 5 yr -1.307
Excess Rain Days 5 yr -0.267
Observations 4040863 4040863
Likelihood improved by weather 0.0003 0.0002
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 6: Impact of Weather on Migration: Logistic AEZ Interactions, 1 Year Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4)
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 0.097 6.015 3.804 0.794
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr 0.203 -0.414 -0.501 -0.638
No Rain Days 1 yr -0.206 -0.334 -0.704 -1.190**
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.074* -0.161*** -0.141 -0.177**
Growing Degree Days × 108.161***
Harmful Degree Days × warm 5.110
No Rain Days × arid 9.114***
Excess Rain Days × 1.270*
Growing Degree Days × -14.204***
Harmful Degree Days × warm 0.648
No Rain Days × humid -0.460
Excess Rain Days × 0.022
Growing Degree Days × 4.085
Harmful Degree Days × cool 0.215
No Rain Days × arid 1.053
Excess Rain Days × -0.066
Growing Degree Days × 1.548
Harmful Degree Days × cool 1.126*
No Rain Days × humid 1.299
Excess Rain Days × 0.119
Observations 4040863 4040863 4040863 4040863
Likelihood improved by interaction 0.0011 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 7: Impact of Weather on Migration: Logistic AEZ Interactions, 5 Year Time Span
Variable Interaction (1) (2) (3) (4)
Growing Degree Days 5 yr -1.583 1.454 -0.228 1.816
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -0.530 0.484 -0.768 -0.977
No Rain Days 5 yr 1.533* -1.130 -1.442 -1.556
Excess Rain Days 5 yr 0.028 -0.277* -0.301 -0.365
Growing Degree Days × 19.771
Harmful Degree Days × warm 6.114***
No Rain Days × arid -4.148*
Excess Rain Days × -0.470
Growing Degree Days × -11.890
Harmful Degree Days × warm -0.489
No Rain Days × humid 0.539
Excess Rain Days × 0.371
Growing Degree Days × -10.468
Harmful Degree Days × cool 0.085
No Rain Days × arid 0.921
Excess Rain Days × 0.329
Growing Degree Days × -2.725
Harmful Degree Days × cool 0.886
No Rain Days × humid 0.098
Excess Rain Days × 0.321
Observations 4040863 4040863 4040863 4040863
Likelihood improved by interaction 0.0012 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 8: Impact of Weather on Migration: Logistic Socio-Economic Interactions, 1 Year Time
Span
Interaction (1) (2) (3)
Growing Degree Days 1 yr 3.720 4.520 -7.048**
Harmful Degree Days 1 yr -0.000 -0.609 2.800
No Rain Days 1 yr 1.681** -0.549 -0.239
Excess Rain Days 1 yr -0.078 -0.126* -0.065*
Growing Degree Days × -0.226
Harmful Degree Days × agriculture -0.050
No Rain Days × dependence -0.107***
Excess Rain Days × -0.006*
Growing Degree Days × -12.597**
Harmful Degree Days × nomadic 1.293**
No Rain Days × ethnicities 0.356
Excess Rain Days × 0.014
Growing Degree Days × 3.110
Harmful Degree Days × Tanzania -2.652
No Rain Days × -5.045*
Excess Rain Days × -0.356
Observations 4040863 4040863 4040863
Likelihood improved by interaction 0.0005 0.0004 0.0007
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 9: Impact of Weather on Migration: Logistic Socio-Economic Interactions, 5 Year Time
Span
Interaction (1) (2) (3)
Growing Degree Days 5 yr -1.268 2.147 -1.196
Harmful Degree Days 5 yr -0.058 -0.971 -4.699
No Rain Days 5 yr -1.604 -1.228 1.020
Excess Rain Days 5 yr -0.332 -0.221 -0.088
Growing Degree Days × -0.027
Harmful Degree Days × agriculture -0.046
No Rain Days × dependence 0.063**
Excess Rain Days × -0.002
Growing Degree Days × -11.623
Harmful Degree Days × nomadic 0.419
No Rain Days × ethnicities 0.659
Excess Rain Days × -0.105
Growing Degree Days × -4.523
Harmful Degree Days × Tanzania 5.433
No Rain Days × -11.969***
Excess Rain Days × -0.978**
Observations 4040863 4040863 4040863
Likelihood improved by interaction 0.0004 0.0003 0.0007
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Appendix B
Figure .4: Density of the Health Vulnerability Index for Urban (left) and Rural (right) Students
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Table 10: Descriptive Statistics for Test Score Determinants in Guatemala
Category mean sd min max
Math Test Scores (Standardized) Dependent 0.03 0.9 -7.39 8.22
Reading Test Scores (Standardized) Variable 0.04 0.88 -7.80 5.47
Non-Spanish First Language 0.15 0.36 0.00 1.00
Father’s Education Family 1.57 1.28 0.00 5.00
Mother’s Education Demographics 1.35 1.22 0.00 5.00
Male 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00
Preschool Attendance 0.79 0.41 0.00 1.00
Refrigerator 0.71 0.45 0.00 1.00
Use Internet for Homework 0.94 0.23 0.00 1.00
VHS/DVD Player 0.59 0.49 0.00 1.00
Washer 0.30 0.46 0.00 1.00
Drier 0.06 0.25 0.00 1.00
Microwave 0.44 0.50 0.00 1.00
Remittances 0.22 0.42 0.00 1.00
Electricity 0.97 0.17 0.00 1.00
Phone Family 0.30 0.46 0.00 1.00
Cellphone Assets 0.94 0.23 0.00 1.00
TV 0.93 0.25 0.00 1.00
Radio 0.70 0.46 0.00 1.00
Vehicle 0.44 0.50 0.00 1.00
Cable TV 0.70 0.46 0.00 1.00
Internet in Home 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00
Computer 0.61 0.49 0.00 1.00
Video Games 0.19 0.40 0.00 1.00
Math Teacher Performance 2.20 0.51 1.00 3.00
Math Teacher Clarity 2.24 0.51 1.00 3.00
Frequency of Math Tests School 3.01 0.87 1.00 4.00
Reading Teacher Performance Quality 2.19 0.51 1.00 3.00
Reading Teacher Clarity 2.22 0.50 1.00 3.00
Frequency of Reading Tests 3.02 0.86 1.00 4.00
Library in School 2.21 1.12 1.00 4.00
Classroom Illumination 2.32 0.56 1.00 3.00
Classroom Ventilation School 2.28 0.54 1.00 3.00
Classroom Exterior Noise Infrastructure 2.50 0.67 1.00 3.00
Classroom Heat 1.95 0.94 1.00 3.00
Classroom State 2.46 0.80 1.00 3.00
Annual Mean Rainfall Annual 5.71 1.43 2.19 12.16
Annual Rainfall Standard Deviation Weather 10.00 2.51 4.51 21.12
Work Mechanisms 0.36 0.48 0.00 1.00
Health Vulnerability Index (HVI) 0.32 0.11 0.06 0.64
N 804782
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Table 11: Impact of Agatha on Work
(1)
Work
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 0.012***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 0.010***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.009***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.005*




* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 12: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Robustness Check
with Other Class’s Residuals
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subset All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.005 -0.008 -0.009 -0.004 -0.012
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.000 0.000 -0.002 0.001 -0.032**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.011** 0.012** 0.010* 0.012** -0.035***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.007 0.008 0.004 0.008 -0.026**
Work -0.034*** -0.086*** -0.040** -0.030** -0.048
Health Vulnerability Index -2.746*** -2.800*** -2.604*** -2.743*** -2.969***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 ×Work 0.006** 0.006** -0.007** 0.004 0.021**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 ×Work 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.002 -0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 ×Work -0.002 -0.005* -0.001 -0.002 -0.008
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 ×Work -0.004 -0.008** -0.000 -0.005* 0.005
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 × HVI 0.051*** 0.065*** 0.028 0.053*** -0.010
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 × HVI -0.073*** -0.095*** -0.058*** -0.068*** -0.117*
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 × HVI -0.058*** -0.064*** -0.065*** -0.050*** -0.181***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 × HVI -0.061*** -0.074*** -0.059** -0.061*** -0.074
Residual 0.439*** 0.451*** 0.416*** 0.439*** 0.439***
N 323499 159873 163626 307380 16119
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subset All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 -0.007* -0.013*** -0.004 -0.007 -0.021**
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 -0.005 -0.005 -0.006 -0.005 -0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 0.004 0.001 0.007* 0.004 -0.016
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 -0.005
Work -0.048*** -0.076*** -0.047*** -0.046*** -0.058*
Health Vulnerability Index -4.296*** -3.867*** -4.696*** -4.273*** -4.677***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 ×Work -0.003 -0.004 -0.009*** -0.004* 0.017***
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 ×Work -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 0.008
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 ×Work -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 ×Work -0.004 -0.004 -0.002 -0.004** 0.003
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2010 × HVI -0.014 -0.115*** 0.076*** -0.015 0.054
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2011 × HVI -0.074*** -0.087*** -0.068*** -0.076*** -0.001
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2012 × HVI -0.056*** -0.060*** -0.060*** -0.056*** -0.031
Agatha z-score ≥ 2 τ2013 × HVI -0.080*** -0.104*** -0.060*** -0.085*** 0.030
Residual 0.398*** 0.400*** 0.395*** 0.398*** 0.405***
N 323499 159873 163626 307380 16119
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 13: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Using Agatha
Z-Score Measure with Threshold Z-Score ≥ 4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Female Male Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 -0.030*** -0.037*** -0.038*** -0.030*** -0.034
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 -0.025*** -0.031*** -0.023** -0.025** -0.058**
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 -0.002 -0.007 -0.000 -0.001 -0.061**
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 -0.001 -0.006 -0.001 0.001 -0.015
N 404478 200054 204424 379136 25342
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Female Male Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 -0.011 -0.020*** -0.006 -0.012 -0.021
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 -0.014* -0.016* -0.013 -0.017** 0.015
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 -0.003 -0.010 0.005 -0.003 -0.018
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 0.001 -0.005 0.005 -0.002 0.020
N 401487 198574 202913 376261 25226
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 14: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Using Agatha
Z-Score Measure with Threshold Z-Score ≥ 4, Work and Health Vulnerability Mechanisms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subset All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 -0.023** -0.030*** -0.032*** -0.022** -0.035
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 -0.017 -0.019 -0.018* -0.015 -0.062***
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 0.005 0.002 0.006 0.008 -0.070***
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 0.003 -0.000 0.001 0.006 -0.055***
Work -0.034*** -0.092*** -0.045*** -0.033*** -0.028
Health Vulnerability Index -2.857*** -2.906*** -2.716*** -2.847*** -3.126***
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 ×Work 0.015** 0.014* -0.009 0.011* 0.045*
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 ×Work 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.005 -0.019
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 ×Work -0.004 -0.008 -0.004 -0.004 -0.029**
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 ×Work -0.004 -0.010 0.006 -0.007 0.008
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 × HVI 0.178*** 0.197*** 0.104* 0.182*** -0.041
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 × HVI -0.123*** -0.180*** -0.092* -0.115*** -0.187
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 × HVI -0.082** -0.114** -0.079 -0.068* -0.252**
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 × HVI -0.094** -0.111* -0.111** -0.096** -0.177
Residual 0.439*** 0.451*** 0.416*** 0.439*** 0.439***
N 323499 159873 163626 307380 16119
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subset All Male Female Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 -0.018** -0.033*** -0.010 -0.018** -0.033
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 -0.011 -0.007 -0.013 -0.011 0.007
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 0.007 0.002 0.013 0.008 -0.030
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 -0.000 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.014
Work -0.050*** -0.076*** -0.054*** -0.050*** -0.043
Health Vulnerability Index -4.387*** -4.018*** -4.735*** -4.368*** -4.623***
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 ×Work -0.003 -0.006 -0.018*** -0.007 0.033**
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 ×Work -0.004 -0.008 -0.004 -0.005 0.010
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 ×Work -0.008* -0.010* -0.007 -0.009* -0.009
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 ×Work -0.008 -0.010 -0.005 -0.011* 0.007
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2010 × HVI -0.036 -0.264*** 0.143*** -0.039 0.082
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2011 × HVI -0.172*** -0.191*** -0.173*** -0.176*** -0.059
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2012 × HVI -0.095** -0.100* -0.107* -0.097** -0.020
Agatha z-score ≥ 4 τ2013 × HVI -0.148*** -0.184*** -0.118** -0.155*** 0.006
Residual 0.398*** 0.400*** 0.396*** 0.398*** 0.406***
N 323499 159873 163626 307380 16119
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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Table 15: Impact of Agatha on Math and Reading Test Scores by Subgroup: Using Total
Rainfall Accumulation during Agatha
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Female Male Urban Rural
Class Math Math Math Math Math
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2010 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001* -0.000 0.001
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2011 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.001
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2012 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** -0.001
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2013 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** -0.000
N 404478 200054 204424 379136 25342
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Subsample All Female Male Urban Rural
Class Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2010 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2011 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2012 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.001
Agatha Total MMs Rainfall τ2013 0.000** 0.000** 0.001** 0.000** 0.001
N 401487 198574 202913 376261 25226
* p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01
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